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ABSTRACT 

An Etiological Understanding of Bipolar Disorder-Anxiety Disorder Comorbidity: The Role of 

Anxiety Sensitivity and Trait Anxiety 

Jared K. O’Garro-Moore 

Temple University  

Dissertation Advisory Committee Chair: Lauren B. Alloy, Ph.D. 

 

Little to no research has evaluated factors that explain the manifestation and maintenance 

of bipolar disorder-anxiety disorder (BD-AD) comorbidity.  The literature has shown that 

disruption of social and circadian rhythms is associated with mood episode onset. This 

association is especially pronounced among individuals who have a sensitive behavioral 

approach system (BAS). Inasmuch as anxiety sensitivity and trait anxiety have been associated 

both with BD and social rhythm disruption, it is worth examining whether anxiety sensitivity and 

trait anxiety confer risk for mood episode onset. The aims of this project were to: 1) evaluate trait 

anxiety and anxiety sensitivity as predictors of social rhythm disruption and BD-AD 

comorbidity, 2) examine social rhythm disruption (SRD) as a mediator of the association 

between trait anxiety and anxiety sensitivity and BD-AD comorbidity status, and 3) explore 

behavioral approach system sensitivity in these processes as contributing to the vulnerability to 

BD-AD comorbidity. A sample of 156 young adults participated in a multi-wave study in which 

they completed diagnostic interviews, symptom measures, and life event interviews which 

assessed the occurrence of positive and negative life events and the degree of SRD following 

these events every six months. Partial support for the hypotheses was found. Initial anxiety 

sensitivity, but not trait anxiety, positively predicted SRD for rewarding life events and follow-

up bipolar symptoms. Additionally, SRD following positive life events predicted increases in 

depressive symptoms, but not hypomanic symptoms. SRD mediated the relationship between 
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anxiety sensitivity and depressive symptoms. Furthermore, this relationship was stronger for 

healthy controls than for those with a bipolar disorder (BD) diagnosis or at-risk for developing 

BD. Moreover, individuals with a comorbid BD-AD diagnosis tended to have greater social 

rhythm disruption following negative life events than BD only or healthy individuals. 

Unexpectedly, individuals with comorbid BD-AD did not exhibit greater anxiety sensitivity or 

trait anxiety. Overall, the results suggest that anxiety sensitivity is a factor that may help to 

identify individuals who are vulnerable to bipolar symptoms. Furthermore, SRD is a mechanism 

that may partially explain this relationship. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Bipolar spectrum disorders (BSDs) are characterized by extreme fluctuations in mood. 

BSDs are relatively common, affecting approximately 4.4% of adults in the United States 

(Merikangas et al., 2007) and are the sixth leading cause of disability, associated with job loss, 

economic burden, hospitalization, and substance abuse (Goodwin & Jamison, 1990a; Keck, 

Kessler, & Ross, 2008: Kessler et al., 2007; Woods, 2000). These negative outcomes have been 

shown to be even more severe when BSDs are comorbid with other disorders, the most frequent 

of which are anxiety disorders (Kessler, 1999; Merkiangas et al., 2007). To date, the literature 

shows that bipolar disorder-anxiety disorder (BD-AD) comorbidity is associated with 

exacerbated depressive symptoms (Coryell et al., 2012; O’Garro-Moore et al., 2015; Provencher, 

2011) and increased odds of suicide (Perroud et al., 2007; Saunders et al., 2012). Whereas 

previous research has led to a greater understanding of the scope of this association, there has 

been little to no work done to explain its etiology. Therefore, this study sought to integrate 

Behavioral Approach System (BAS) hypersensitivity and Social Zeitgeber theories to explain 

BD-AD comorbidity.  

Behavioral Approach System (BAS) Hypersensitivity Theory 

The BAS hypersensitivity theory of BSD describes a biobehavioral hypersensitive reward 

process through which bipolar disorders may develop. The BAS regulates goal-directed and 

approach-related behavior in the presence of appetitive stimuli. When hypersensitive, this system 

may over-react, producing (hypo)manic symptoms (e.g., elation, lack of sleep, increased goal-

striving and energy) in response to BAS-activating stimuli or events. Depressive symptoms (e.g., 

anhedonia, sad mood, low energy, etc.) are hypothesized to occur after an individual fails to 
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reach his or her goals. In other words, a rebounding effect occurs, producing severe de-activation 

of the BAS. Alloy and colleagues (2008; 2009; 2012) have shown that individuals scoring high 

in BAS sensitivity are likely to experience bipolar mood symptoms, develop prospective 

hypomanic/manic and depressive episodes, and meet diagnostic criteria for a BSD over time. 

Furthermore, recent research has integrated BAS hypersensitivity theory with findings regarding 

the social and circadian rhythm dysregulation that is often found among individuals with BSDs 

(see Alloy, Nusslock, & Boland, 2015b, for a review).  

An Integrated Approach: BAS Sensitivity, Significant Life Events, and Social/Circadian Rhythm 

Disruption in BD 

Social Zeitgeber theory describes a process through which external cues (zeitgebers) 

trigger a disruption in one’s social and circadian rhythms, which, in turn, may lead to somatic 

symptoms of mood disorders (e.g., sleep difficulties, appetite dysregulation, etc.). Eventually, 

this disruption of somatic functioning is hypothesized to precipitate an affective episode (Ehlers, 

Frank, & Kupfer, 1988; Grandin, Alloy, & Abramson, 2006). Originally used to explain the 

etiology of depressive episodes, research has attempted to integrate the Social Zeitgeber theory 

with the BAS hypersensitivity theory to explain the etiology of bipolarity (Alloy et al., 2015b; 

Hlastala, 2010). Specifically, it is conjectured that salient reward system relevant life events may 

activate one’s BAS to produce excessive goal-striving behavior in the presence of appetitive 

stimuli and excessive de-activation of the BAS in response to failure. Among individuals with a 

hypersensitive BAS, this extreme reward system activation and deactivation is thought to 

engender mood episodes through disruption of an individual’s social rhythms, and, in turn, to 

dysregulated circadian rhythms. Inasmuch as elevated levels of BAS have been shown to 

prospectively predict bipolarity (Alloy et al., 2012) and bipolar mood episodes have been shown 
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to be precipitated by social and circadian rhythm disruption (Malkoff-Schwartz et al., 1998; 

2000; Shen, Alloy, Abramson, & Sylvia, 2008; Sylvia et al., 2009), it is plausible that there is a 

link between BAS and social/circadian rhythmicity.   

Recent data have supported this integrated model (Alloy et al., 2015b). Participants with 

BSD and those with high BAS sensitivity without  BSD are rated as experiencing significantly 

more social rhythm disruption following life events than controls and individuals with moderate 

BAS sensitivity (Boland et al., 2012; 2016). In addition, individuals with high BAS sensitivity 

generate more social rhythm disrupting events than do those with moderate BAS sensitivity 

(Boland et al., 2016). Moreover, social rhythm disruption mediated the association between high 

BAS sensitivity and prospective increases in hypomanic and depressive symptoms (Boland et al., 

2016). Other studies also have found that life events that disrupt one’s social rhythms predict 

depressive and (hypo)manic symptoms and episodes (Malkoff-Schwartz et al., 1998; 2000; 

Sylvia et al., 2009). Finally, the combination of a hypersensitive BAS and low trait social rhythm 

regularity has been found to predict first onset of BSD (Alloy, Boland, Ng, Whitehouse, & 

Abramson, 2015a). What is less clear is whether this theoretical framework can be extended to 

explain BD-AD comorbidity. Given that anxiety disorders are associated with trait anxiety and 

anxiety sensitivity, it is plausible that these may be important factors that should be included in 

theoretical conceptualizations of BD-AD comorbidity.  

Trait Anxiety and Anxiety Sensitivity 

High levels of trait anxiety or anxiety sensitivity (AS) may play a role in contributing to 

BD-AD comorbidity. Extrapolating on Reiss’s (1991) expectancy theory, AS describes a general 

‘fear of anxiety.’ It is thought that individuals who are more likely to fear anxiety may be more 

hypervigilant to threat and physiological arousal. AS, as typically measured, is comprised of 
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three factors: fear of publicly observable symptoms, fear of loss of cognitive control, and fear of 

bodily sensations (Reiss, 1991; Taylor, 2014; Taylor, Kock, & McNally, 1992). Whereas this 

construct is considered to be a cognitive risk factor for panic attacks and panic disorder 

(McNally, 1994), high levels of AS also have been strongly associated with other types of 

anxiety and anxiety disorders (i.e., Panic Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Social 

Anxiety Disorder; Olatunji & Wolitzky-Taylor, 2009). Furthermore, AS has been shown to 

predict increases in panic and depressive symptoms (Grant, Beck & Davila, 2007), and AS 

factors have demonstrated anxiety disorder specificity (Rector, Szacun-Shimizu, & Leybman, 

2007). In sum, these data suggest that there is a substantial link between AS and anxiety 

disorders as well as to depressive and anxious symptomatology.  

Trait anxiety involves a tendency to perceive external stimuli as threatening and, in doing 

so, it may lead to anxious behavior, such as avoidance. Haaker et al. (2015) and Kadosh et al. 

(2015) reported that individuals with high trait anxiety demonstrate an inability to distinguish 

between safe and threatening cues. These authors postulated that this inability to distinguish 

between cues engenders an increase in hypervigilance. This theory suggests that deficits in 

information processing may explain why trait anxiety confers a risk for anxious behavior and 

ultimately, anxiety disorder onset. This theory grew out of a study by Hoehn-Saric, Hazlett, and 

McLeod (1993), who sought to determine whether there were specific traits that predispose 

individuals to develop Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) earlier or later in life. The 

researchers found that, compared to those who developed GAD in adulthood, individuals who 

had an early onset of GAD (during childhood and adolescence) had higher scores on a number of 

measures, including trait anxiety. These findings imply that trait anxiety may be a salient risk 

factor for the development of anxiety disorders. Furthermore, previous studies have found that 
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trait anxiety is positively correlated with AS (Muris, Schmidt, Merckelbach, & Schouten, 2001). 

In sum, AS and trait anxiety each may confer a risk for the onset of anxiety disorders. However, 

the extent to which these factors relate to and predict to mood disorders remains to be explored.  

Anxiety and Mood 

Mood and anxiety are interrelated constructs (McIntyre et al., 2006; Mineka, Watson & 

Clark, 1998; Stavrakaki & Vargo, 1986). To date, extensive research has pointed to maladaptive 

cognitive styles as underlying mechanisms that may explain this relationship (Brown, Meiser-

Stedman, Woods, & Lester, 2016). Whereas high levels of sociotropy/autonomy, self-criticism, 

and perfectionism have been associated with a vulnerability to both anxiety disorders and BSDs 

(Alloy et al., 2009; O’Garro-Moore et al., 2015), few studies have examined the role of anxiety 

sensitivity as a vulnerability for mood disorders, much less BD-AD comorbidity. In order to 

understand whether there was a link between AS and depression, Taylor, Koch, Woody, and 

McLean (1996) examined how individuals with Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and Panic 

Disorder (PD) scored on the Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI; Reiss et al., 1986). They found that 

the fear of loss of cognitive control subscale of the ASI was correlated with depression-related 

measures, hypothesizing that this factor is a depression-specific vulnerability of anxiety 

sensitivity. Taking these findings further, Cox, Enns and Taylor (2001a) reported that among a 

sample of 142 outpatients with MDD, rumination significantly mediated the relationship between 

the cognitive control factor of the ASI and severity of prospective depressive mood. 

Furthermore, Otto and colleagues (1995) found elevated ASI scores within a sample of patients 

with depression in comparison to controls. In addition, the depressed patients’ scores did not 

differ from those patients with depression and a comorbid non-panic anxiety diagnosis. 

Moreover, within the depression-only group, ASI severity significantly decreased after an 8-
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week treatment with fluoxetine. The results of this study suggest that individuals with depression 

with or without non-panic anxiety disorder (Social Anxiety Disorder [SAD], GAD) share AS as 

a vulnerability factor. To investigate the extent to which AS also was associated with state–

dependent changes in mood, Cox and colleagues (2001b) reported that AS scores remained 

elevated among a sample of depressed patients whose symptoms remitted at follow-up. The 

aforementioned findings suggest that AS, and, more specifically, a fear of cognitive dyscontrol, 

is elevated in depressed individuals, predicts severity of depressive symptoms, and is a trait-level 

vulnerability factor.  

Endler and Parker (1990) sought to examine whether trait anxiety also was correlated 

with depression. Within a sample of college students, the researchers reported that there was a 

strong association between self-reported depressive symptoms and trait anxiety. However, this 

relationship seemed to be driven by a particular type of anxiety: social evaluation concerns. In 

addition, prospective depressive symptoms have been shown to be higher among those who 

score highly on trait anxiety (Bromberger & Matthews, 1996). Unfortunately, no study has 

investigated the role of AS or trait anxiety in a bipolar disorder-anxiety disorder comorbid 

sample. Inasmuch as there are links between AS and trait anxiety with depression, it is plausible 

that AS and trait anxiety also may share a commonality with BSDs.   

Levels of AS have been shown to be higher among individuals with BD than those with 

unipolar depression (Simon et al., 2003). Furthermore, among those with BD, AS is greater 

during current (hypo)manic and mixed episodes relative to euthymic or depressed states (Perugi 

et al., 2001; Simon et al., 2005). These findings indicate that AS may be associated with 

symptoms specific to BSD. Although AS is elevated among BD individuals and during 

(hypo)manic episodes, it not known whether AS works with social and circadian rhythm 
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irregularity among BSD individuals. This research question is important to address because it 

could potentially elucidate whether social and circadian rhythm irregularity play a role in the 

association between trait anxiety and AS and prospective BD symptomatology or diagnoses.  

Trait Anxiety, AS and Social and Circadian Rhythms 

Whereas there is research that has examined the association between social and circadian 

rhythms and mood disorders (Grandin et al., 2006), the degree to which AS or trait anxiety are 

related to social rhythmicity has remained largely unexplored. Given that social and circadian 

rhythm dysregulation can negatively impact mood symptoms, and in some cases, engender mood 

episodes (Alloy, Boland, et al., 2015a; Shen et al., 2008), it is worth examining whether and how 

anxiety impacts this link. Shear et al. (1994) examined whether low social rhythmicity is a 

characteristic of individuals with anxiety disorders. They found that individuals with anxiety 

disorders reported lower regularity of social rhythms than controls. Moreover, these results were 

not accounted for by the presence of a comorbid mood diagnosis. Taking these results further, 

Calkins, Hearon, Capozzoli, and Otto (2013) investigated whether AS was linked to a disruption 

in circadian rhythms. They reported that the cognitive control subscale of the ASI accounted for 

a significant percentage of the variance in reported sleep disturbance. In addition, Hoge et al. 

(2011) demonstrated that among participants with panic disorder, higher AS scores were strongly 

associated with sleep disruption, specifically, longer sleep latency. These results suggest that 

individuals high in AS also may be prone to social and circadian rhythm disruption. If so, this 

could present a pathway through which mood and anxiety disorders co-occur.  

The Current Study 

This study evaluated whether trait anxiety and AS at Time 1 affected social rhythm 

disruption (SRD; and thus, hypothetically, circadian rhythm disruption) at Time 2 and depressive 
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and (hypo)manic symptoms at Time 3, and were associated with the presence of comorbid 

anxiety disorders among individuals with BSD. Furthermore, the interaction between SRD and 

BAS sensitivity as a predictor of BD-AD comorbid group status was explored. Results of this 

study may have implications for understanding the basis of BD-AD comorbidity. 

The current study included a sample of late adolescents/young adults chosen to be at high 

or low risk for developing BSDs. Risk status was based on participants’ proclivity to exhibit high 

BAS (high risk) versus moderate BAS (low risk) sensitivity. Moreover, because the study aims 

were concerned with trait anxiety, AS, and SRD among BD-AD comorbid individuals, a subset 

of the sample was divided into three groups: a comorbid BD-AD (BD+Anx) group, a BD-only 

group, and a moderate BAS group. This allowed examination of group differences unique to 

comorbid anxiety disorder status.  

Study Hypotheses 

Primary Hypotheses: Given that social rhythm regularity has been shown to be low 

among individuals with anxiety disorders, we hypothesized that trait anxiety and AS at Time 1 

would each predict SRD at Time 2 and bipolar symptoms at Time 3 (Primary Hypothesis 1). We 

also hypothesized that each of the relationships of trait anxiety and AS with prospective 

depressive and (hypo)manic symptoms would be mediated by SRD (Primary Hypothesis 2). In 

addition, the mediational pathways of AS and trait anxiety predicting to prospective (hypo)manic 

and depressive symptoms through SRD would be moderated by group status (i.e., BD+Anx, BD 

only, MBAS group; Primary Hypothesis 3). Finally, given that individuals with a hypersensitive 

BAS are at risk for developing a prospective BD when they also exhibit low social rhythm 

regularity (Alloy, Boland, et al., 2015), it is plausible that the mediational pathways of AS and 

trait anxiety predicting (hypo)manic and/or depressive symptoms through SRD would be 
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influenced by BAS sensitivity. Therefore, we hypothesized that the mediational pathways 

between AS and trait anxiety and prospective (hypo)manic and depressive symptoms through 

SRD would be moderated by BAS risk group status (HBAS versus MBAS; Primary Hypothesis 

4). Specifically, high BAS sensitivity would interact with SRD to influence prospective 

depressive and (hypo)manic symptoms.  

Secondary Hypotheses: Given previous findings showing that AS and trait anxiety are 

associated with anxiety disorders, we hypothesized that trait anxiety and AS both would be 

higher in the BD+Anx group compared to the BD and MBAS groups (Secondary Hypothesis 1). 

Further, we predicted that SRD would be highest among the BD+Anx group, followed by the BD 

group, and then the MBAS group, which would have the smallest degree of dysregulation 

(Secondary Hypothesis 2). 

 

Methods 

Participants 

Participants were adolescents and early adults enrolled in the Teen Emotion and 

Motivation (TEAM) Project. The aim of this project is to examine various factors that may 

influence the manifestation of BSDs among an at-risk population. A two-phase screening process 

was used to select the appropriate participants. During Phase I, approximately 19,000 students 

ages 14 - 19 from Philadelphia area public high schools and the Temple University campus were 

screened with the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) Scales 

(Carver & White, 1994) and Sensitivity to Punishment/Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire 

(SPSRQ; Torrubia, Avila, Molto & Caseras, 2001) to allocate participants to high and moderate 

BAS/reward sensitivity groups. Those students who scored in the highest 15th percentile on both 

the BAS-Total of the BIS/BAS scales and the Sensitivity to Reward (SR) scale of the SPSRQ 
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were allocated to a High BAS (HBAS) group. Students who scored between the 40th and 60th 

percentiles on both measures were allocated to a Moderate BAS (MBAS) group. These groups 

were then invited for Phase II screening.  

During Phase II, potential participants were administered the Schedule for Affective 

Disorders and Schizophrenia-Lifetime (SADS-L; Endicott & Spitzer, 1978), a semi-structured 

interview to determine lifetime psychiatric diagnoses. In order to assess symptom severity, 

participants also were administered the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck et al., 1979), the 

Altman Self-Rating Mania Scale (ASRMS; Altman Hedeker, Peterson & Davis, 1997), and 

Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS; Young et al., 1978). Participants were excluded from the 

current study if they met DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) or Research 

Diagnostic Criteria (RDC; Spitzer, Endicott & Robins, 1978) criteria for psychosis or were 

unable to read and speak English adequately to complete study assessments.  

At Time 1, participants completed baseline measures of reward sensitivity, impulsivity, 

social rhythm regularity, and symptoms. Then, at 6-month intervals, participants came back for 

follow-up appointments, during which they completed diagnostic and symptom measures as well 

as life events questionnaires and interviews. Participants’ data were used from all follow-ups for 

up to one year after they completed the trait anxiety and AS questionnaires. Data from all 

participants who completed the trait anxiety and AS measures were used to test the primary and 

secondary hypotheses. Of the eligible sample, we also used data from the diagnostic interviews 

and questionnaires to form a comorbid BD-AD group, a BD-only group, and a MBAS control 

group and only data from these three groups were used to test the secondary hypotheses. Of the 

500 participants who qualified following the first two screening phases, 344 were excluded from 

the present analyses because they were missing the trait anxiety and AS data needed for the 
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present study. These 344 participants did not significantly differ from the remaining 156 

participants included in this study on the basis of gender [χ2(1, N= 500) = 0.50, p > .05], 

ethnicity [χ2(6, N= 497) = 7.60, p > .05], and BAS-sensitivity [t(1, 498) = -.78, p > 0.05]. 

However, the groups did differ in age [t(1, 495) = 9.16, p < 0.01], such that the individuals who 

were excluded were approximately two years older on average (M age = 24.72, SD = 2.21). 

Thus, the final sample for this study included 156 ethnically diverse participants (63.70% female, 

58.1% Caucasian, 21.9% African American, 9.7% Asian American, 5.8% Biracial/Multiracial, 

1.9% Other, M age = 22.88, SD= 2.19, 36.2% Moderate BAS group; 63.8% High BAS group). 

Rationale for Participant Selection 

 Previous studies have shown that individuals high in BAS sensitivity represent an “at 

risk” population for developing a BSD (Alloy et al., 2012). Specifically, individuals high in BAS 

sensitivity as opposed to moderate BAS sensitivity are significantly more likely to meet 

diagnostic criteria for a lifetime BSD; 50% vs. 8.3%, respectively (Alloy et al., 2006). In 

addition, despite no previous bipolar-mood-disorder diagnosis, high BAS individuals are 

approximately three times more likely to develop a prospective first onset of BSD than moderate 

BAS individuals, controlling for initial mood symptoms and family history of BSD (Alloy et al., 

2012). Low BAS participants were not included in the study as their status suggests that they 

have an under-reactive reward system, which has been shown to increase their risk for unipolar 

major depression but not BSDs (see Alloy, Olino, Freed, & Nusslock, 2016, for review). Thus, 

including moderate and high BAS individuals was most relevant to risk for prospective BSD. 

Furthermore, adolescence and the early adult years are a time at which individuals are at risk for 

the onset and recurrence of mood episodes (Alloy et al., 2006). This may be partially explained 

by the frequency with which Individuals in this demographic experience frequent disruptions in 
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their social and circadian rhythms (Carney et al., 2006; Lund, Reider, Whiting, & Prichard, 

2010). Therefore, in order to examine the dynamic relationship between social rhythm disruption 

and varying levels of BAS sensitivity naturalistically during an important period of maturation, 

this age group was considered most appropriate.  

Sample Size and Power Analysis 

 Prior studies using multivariate methodologies to evaluate trait anxiety and/or AS 

relationships among BD-AD samples have yielded effect sizes that are small to moderate 

(Cohen’s d = 0.317; Simon et al., 2003). Similar effect sizes have been shown in studies that 

have examined social rhythm regularity/disruption in anxiety disorders (Hedges’ g = 0.28-0.55; 

Nota, Sharkey & Coles, 2015). Therefore, using analyses of variance to detect group differences 

on AS/trait anxiety (Secondary Hypothesis 1) and social rhythm regularity (Secondary 

Hypothesis 2), and a linear regression to examine the association between AS/trait anxiety and 

social rhythm regularity/disruption (Primary Hypothesis 1), we assumed a moderate effect size 

(Cohens’ d = 0.5) with Power = 0.80 and α = .05, requiring a sample size of 107.  

Furthermore, in order to detect the mediational effect of social rhythm regularity/ 

disruption on the relationship between trait anxiety/AS and prospective depressive and 

(hypo)manic symptoms (Primary Hypothesis 2), Hayes’s (2012) Process model, involving 

bootstrapping (Preacher and Hayes, 2008) was used. Previous studies that have investigated the 

indirect effect of an independent variable on prospective mood symptomatology have reported 

moderate effect sizes (partially standardized effect = 0.33 - 0.42; Gaudiano & Miller, 2005; 

O’Garro-Moore et al., 2015). Fritz and MacKinnon (2007) suggest that when using a bias-

corrected bootstrap, the empirical estimate of sample size required for obtaining moderate 

indirect effects with Power = 0.80 and α = .05 is 71.  
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Finally, the current study also examined whether the mediated relationship of trait 

anxiety/AS on depressive/(hypo)manic symptoms through social rhythm regularity/disruption 

was influenced by diagnostic group (Primary Hypothesis 3) and BAS sensitivity (Primary 

Hypothesis 4). Unfortunately, very few studies have used moderated-mediation in a bipolar 

sample and these yielded a small effect size (β = 0.19; Ostiguy, Ellenbogen, & Hodgins, 2012). 

With a small effect size (Cohen’s d = .20) with Power = 0.80 and α = .05, using a bias-corrected, 

moderated bootstrapping method, a sample size of 114 is needed (Fritz and MacKinnon, 2007). 

Given attrition and missing data, we recruited approximately 30% more participants than the 

maximum number required. Therefore, the target sample size was 150 allocated equally to all 

groups, and the actual sample size was 156 (BD+Anx, N = 36, BD, N = 69, MBAS, N = 51). 

Measures 

Diagnostic Interview 

Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-Lifetime/Change (SADS-

L/SADS-C; Endicott & Spitzer, 1978). The SADS-L is a semi-structured diagnostic interview 

used to assess past and current psychopathology. During Phase II of the screening process, 

interviews were conducted using an expanded version of the SADS-L (exp-SADS-L; Endicott & 

Spitzer, 1978; Alloy et al., 2008). The exp-SADS-L assessed symptoms related to mood, anxiety, 

eating, psychotic, and substance use disorders over the lifetime, as well as their occurrence, 

duration, and severity. Modifications made for use in the current study included: (a) additional 

probes to allow for the assignment of DSM-IV-TR as well as RDC diagnoses; (b) additional items 

inquiring about affective symptoms developed to better capture acute characteristics of episodes 

as well as frequency and duration of symptoms; and (c) additional sections on eating disorders, 
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attentional-deficit hyperactivity disorder, acute stress disorder, medical history, family history, 

and organic rule-out conditions (Alloy et al., 2008).  

Interviewers also administered the expanded-SADS-Change (exp-SADS-C; Spitzer & 

Endicott, 1978) during each six-month regular prospective assessment (RPA). The SADS-C was 

expanded in the same way as the SADS-L with the addition of the Longitudinal Interval Follow-

up Evaluation (LIFE II; Shapiro & Keller, 1979). This was done in order to track the course of 

symptoms and diagnosable episodes during each RPA, by asking about the daily presence of 

symptoms. The present study utilized the mood and anxiety modules of both the exp-SADS-L 

and exp-SADS-C interviews to determine whether individuals met criteria for a BD (e.g., 

Cyclothymia, Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified, Bipolar Disorder II, Bipolar Disorder I) 

and comorbid anxiety disorder (e.g., Social Anxiety Disorder, Panic Disorder, Generalized 

Anxiety Disorder, etc.) according to DSM-IV-TR and/or RDC criteria (for group inclusion 

criteria). To obtain consensus diagnoses and ensure inter-rater reliability, interviews were 

audiotaped. Inter-rater reliability generated by this procedure was high: kappas for bipolar 

spectrum diagnoses based on 105 jointly rated interviews were  ≥ 0.96 (Alloy et al., 2008). 

Inter-rater reliability for the exp-SADS-C for 60 interviews from previous studies was good ( > 

0.80; Alloy et al., 2008). Inter-rater reliability for anxiety disorder diagnoses was good, . 

Self-Report Symptom Measures 

Altman Self-Rating Mania Scale (ASRM; Altman et al., 1997). The ASRM is a five-

item self-report measure that was developed to assess the presence and severity of manic 

symptoms for research or clinical purposes. The five items of elation, talkativeness, inflated self-

confidence, reduced need for sleep, and excessive activity are assessed on 5-point Likert scales. 

Cronbach’s alpha in Project TEAM was α = .75 at the Phase II screening. The ASRM also has 
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shown excellent validity, correlating with both other self-report and clinical interview measures 

of mania (Altman, Hedeker, Peterson, & Davis, 2001). The ASRM was administered at Phase II 

and each 6-month RPA.  

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck et al., 1979). The BDI is a 21-item measure 

used to assess an individual’s cognitive, motivational, behavioral, and somatic symptoms of 

depression. The BDI has been shown to be valid among student samples (Bumberry, Oliver, & 

McClure, 1978; Hammen, 1980). Furthermore, in non-clinical samples, the internal reliability 

and test–retest reliability are good (Beck, Steer, & Garbin, 1988; Groth–Marnet, 1990). In 

Project TEAM, the BDI was given at Phase II screening and each 6-month RPA;  = .87 at 

Phase II screening.  

Internal States Scale (ISS; Bauer et al., 1991). The ISS is a 15-item self-report measure 

that was used to track depressive and manic symptoms while also assessing internal mood states. 

The ISS has four subscales: Activation, Depression, Perceived Conflict, and Well-Being. 

Discriminant validity for the ISS is good; the Depression subscale correlates highly with the 

Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (Hamilton, 1960). Moreover, the Activation scale has 

been used in various studies as an index for (hypo)manic symptoms (Boland et al., 2016; 

Harmon-Jones et al., 2008; Nusslock et al., 2012). In Project TEAM, the ISS was administered at 

each 6-month RPA. For the current study, both the Depression and Activation subscales were 

used in the analyses, and they displayed good internal consistency, α= 0.86 and α= 0.83, 

respectively.  

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger, 1983). The STAI is a self-report 

questionnaire intended to provide reliable scales for assessing state and trait anxiety in research 

and clinical settings. The STAI consists of two 20-item scales that measure anxiety as an 
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emotional state (State-Anxiety) and one’s proclivity to experience anxiety as a personality trait 

(Trait-Anxiety). When responding to the State items, individuals rated their immediate feelings 

of anxiety on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from: 1-Not at all to 4-Very much so. For Trait 

items, individuals were asked to rate how they generally feel about anxious feelings and 

cognitions on a scale ranging from: 1- Almost never to 4-Almost always. Higher scores indicated 

greater anxiety. Finally, the STAI has proven to be a reliable and valid measure of anxiety (Oei, 

Evans & Crook, 1990). Inasmuch as the STAI has been shown to also psychometrically measure 

depression (Bieling et al., 1998), one may obtain positive results that are artifactual rather than 

true effects. Therefore, we only used the 7 items on the STAI-T that load on the anxiety factor in 

the analyses conducted by Bieling et al. (1998) to measure trait anxiety. The STAI was 

administered at participants’ RPA. The internal consistency for the 7-item STAI was good, α= 

0.72. 

Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3 (ASI-3; Taylor et al., 2007). The ASI-3 is an 18-item, self-

report instrument designed to assess one’s tendency to respond fearfully to anxiety-related 

symptoms. Participants were presented with statements expressing concerns about possible 

negative consequences of anxiety, such as, “When I am nervous, I worry that I might be mentally 

ill.” Participants were asked to rate each item on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 0-very little 

to 4-very much. A total score was computed by summing responses across the 18 items. The 

structure of the ASI is hierarchical, with three first-order subscales: physical concerns, mental 

incapacitation concerns, and social concerns; and a single, higher order general factor: AS total. 

Finally, data on the reliability and validity of the ASI-3 scales have been favorable (Taylor et al., 

2007). The internal consistency for the ASI-3 in this study was excellent, α= 0.90. For the 

present study, the ASI-3 was administered at participants’ RPA.  
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Self-Report BAS Sensitivity Measures 

Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System Scales (BIS/BAS; 

Carver & White, 1994). The BIS/BAS scale is a 20-item measure used to assess an individual’s 

general sensitivity to threat/punishment and reward. The BIS scale, comprised of seven items, 

examines one’s tendency to respond to threatening stimuli with anxiety, fear, and negative affect. 

The BAS scale examines one’s tendency to respond to rewarding stimuli with positive affect and 

motivation. The BAS scale is factorially divided into three subscales: Drive, Fun Seeking, and 

Reward Responsiveness. The Drive subscale assesses one’s proclivity to pursue goals and 

maintain strong motivation. The Fun Seeking subscale examines impulsive behavior in response 

to appetitive activities. Finally, the Reward Responsiveness subscale measures the degree to 

which experiencing or anticipating desired events stimulate elevated levels of energy and 

positive affect. The BIS/BAS scales have been found to have adequate internal consistency, high 

test-retest reliability and normative distribution among community samples (Heubeck, Wilkinson 

& Cologon, 1998; Jorm et al., 1999, Meyer, Johnson & Winters, 2001). The BIS/BAS was 

administered at Phase I screening. Internal consistencies of the BAS-Total and BIS scales at 

Phase I screening were ’s = .80 and .72, respectively. 

Sensitivity to Punishment and Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire (SPSRQ; 

Torrubia, Avila, Molto & Caseras, 2001). The SPSRQ is a 48-item questionnaire that asks 

participants to answer yes/no to questions that assess their sensitivity to punishment and reward 

in specific situations, in concordance with the BIS and BAS systems. The SPSRQ is comprised 

of two subscales: Sensitivity to Reward (SR) and Sensitivity to Punishment (SP), which have 

demonstrated good internal consistency, test-retest reliability (Stange et al., 2013; Torrubia et al., 

2001), and construct validity (Harmon-Jones & Allen, 1997). The SPSRQ was given at Phase I 
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and ’s = .76 and .84 for the SR and SP scales, respectively. Moreover, the BAS-T and SR 

scales correlated r = .40 in the Project TEAM Phase I screening sample (Alloy et al., 2012). 

Self-Report Trait Measure of Social Rhythms 

Social Rhythm Metric-Trait Version (SRM-T; Monk et al., 2002). The SRM is a brief 

instrument with 15 specified daily activities and 2 write-in items used to quantify an individual’s 

daily social rhythm patterns. The SRM-T assesses activities that are likely to occur on a regular 

daily basis (e.g., “get out of bed”, “go outside for the first time”). In Project TEAM, we used a 

modified version of the SRM-T from Shen et al. (2008) that asked participants to endorse items 

if they had occurred regularly (minimum of three times per week) and at the same time (±45 

min). The structure of the SRM-T yields two factors: regularity and frequency. Regularity is 

defined as the number of activities endorsed within the average 45-minute window that occurred 

at least 3 times per week over the past month (Range: 0-17). Frequency is calculated by 

averaging the number of times per week all activities were endorsed as occurring regularly 

during a typical week (Range: 3-7). The modified SRM was found to be reliable, and 

demonstrated good stability and construct validity (Shen et al., 2008). The M-SRM-T was 

administered at baseline and at each regular prospective assessment and had internal consistency 

of  = .76 at baseline. 

Life Event Measures 

Life Event Scale (LES) and Life Event Interview (LEI; Francis-Raniere, Alloy, & 

Abramson, 2006; Safford, Alloy, Abramson & Crossfield, 2007). The LES is a questionnaire 

in which individuals are asked to indicate various types of events that may have occurred over a 

circumscribed period of time. The version of the LES used in Project TEAM was comprised of 
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193 positive and negative life events in a variety of domains relevant to adolescents and early 

adults (e.g., school, finances, family, peer, and romantic relationships). After completing the 

LES, individuals were interviewed by a trained interviewer in order to validate that events 

occurred during the given time period and met a priori definitional criteria. Events that did not 

meet the definitional criteria were disqualified. This was done in order to reduce potential 

subjective report biases. LES events were a priori categorized as interpersonally-related, 

achievement-related, or neither, and they were rated on whether they were independent or 

dependent; however, this could be adjusted by interviewers based on contextual information 

(Safford et al., 2007).  

In this study, we were interested in BAS-relevant events. Specifically, we examined the 

social rhythm disruption (SRD) of BAS-activating and BAS-deactivating events. BAS-activating 

events were a priori rated for the degree to which they involved rewards, goals, or overcoming 

challenges. BAS-deactivating events were rated on the degree to which an event represented a 

failure to obtain goals or loss of rewards (Urosevic et al, 2010). Levels of social rhythm 

disruption were rated for each event that was endorsed. SRD ratings were based on the degree of 

change in an individual’s sleep-wake cycle (i.e., time of going to bed or getting out of bed) as a 

result of a particular event, irrespective of the actual amount of sleep the participant had. A 

change in this sleep-wake cycle represented a disruption in daily routines. Ratings for SRD 

ranged from 1-“little to no effect” to 4-“marked effect”. SRD scores were coded into 

dichotomous 0= “no” and 1= “yes” scores, with ratings of 1 relabeled as 0 and ratings of 2-4 

relabeled as 1. In order to calculate the event-specific social rhythm disruption, we summed the 

SRD scores for BAS-activation and BAS-deactivation event categories. Reliability of BAS 

ratings was high for BAS-activating and –deactivating events (Cronbach’s α = 0.79 and 0.94, 
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respectively; Urosevic et al., 2010). The average inter-rater reliability for the dating of life events 

was 0.89 based on 40 LEIs, and the LES and LEI have shown excellent validity (e.g., Boland et 

al., 2012; 2016; Francis-Raniere et al., 2006). 

Procedure 

 Time 1 and Regular Prospective Follow-ups. Given that participants were drawn from 

the larger Project TEAM study, participants already had completed a diagnostic interview at 

baseline (exp-SADS-L) and at each six month follow-up (exp-SADS-C), measures of reward 

sensitivity (BIS/BAS, SPSRQ), social rhythm regularity (SRM-T) at Time 1 and each follow-up, 

life events (LES and LEI) at each follow-up, and symptom measures (BDI, ASRM, ISS) at Time 

1 and each follow-up. The STAI and ASI-3 were added to participants’ next regular prospective 

follow-up. Thus, Time 1 was the assessment at which participants completed the STAI and ASI-

3. Based on their diagnostic interviews, a subset of participants who met the appropriate 

diagnostic criteria were allocated to either a BD+Anx (met DSM-IV-TR or RDC diagnostic 

criteria for both a lifetime BD and any anxiety disorder), BD (met diagnostic criteria for a 

lifetime BD only), or MBAS (exhibited moderate BAS sensitivity and had no lifetime diagnosis) 

group.  

 Follow-up for Current Study. Approximately 6 months after participants completed the 

STAI and ASI-3, they were asked to complete another regular follow-up assessment. This 

included the aforementioned symptom measures, as well as the LES/LEI. Given that the LES 

asks participants to retrospectively report the occurrence of particular events within the past 6 

months and then life event interviewers rate the social rhythm disruption associated with each 

event, we were able to capture the degree of social rhythm disruption between the time of 

completing the STAI and ASI-3 (Time 1) and follow-up symptoms (Time 3). Thus, Time 2 
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included the assessment of SRD from life events that occurred in between Time 1 (STAI and 

ASI-3) and the assessment of mood symptoms (Time 3).  

Data Analysis Approach 

Initially, Pearson correlations were calculated to examine the associations among all 

study measures (BDI, ASRM, ISS, ASI-3, STAI-T, BIS/BAS, SPSRQ, M-SRM-T, SRD from 

life events on the LEI), in order to investigate the concordance between symptom, self-report, 

and life event interview measures. Next, preliminary analyses examined whether there were 

demographic (e.g., sex, race, age) differences on the dependent variables. If so, those 

demographics were included as covariates.   

Primary Hypothesis 1 was tested with linear regression analyses to assess whether trait 

anxiety or AS at Time 1 predicted social rhythm disruption from life events (SRD ratings from 

the LEI) at Time 2. Initial trait scores of social rhythm regularity (M-SRM-T) at baseline were 

covaried to insure that relationships between AS and trait anxiety and prospective social rhythm 

disruption could not be attributed to initial social rhythm regularity at baseline. Linear 

regressions also were used to determine whether trait anxiety or AS at Time 1 predicted 

depressive and hypomanic symptoms at follow-up Time 3. Initial symptom scores were covaried. 

Anxiety measures that significantly predicted both Time 2 SRD and Time 3 mood symptoms 

were included in the mediation and moderated-mediation analyses.  

Further, for Primary Hypothesis 2, Hayes’s (2012) Process model, involving 

bootstrapping (Preacher and Hayes, 2008), was used to test whether the association between AS 

or trait anxiety with (hypo)manic and/or depressive symptoms could be explained by SRD. 

Therefore, there were potentially up to eight separate mediation analyses conducted (AS or trait 

anxiety as a predictor of two [hypo]mania and two depression measures) to test Primary 
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Hypothesis 2. The LES/LEI requires interviewers to rate the SRD of life events that participants 

reported occurred between Time 1 (T1) and Time 3 (T3). This provided three waves of data (i.e., 

Time 1 STAI and ASI-3; Time 2 [T2] SRD; Time 3 symptoms), allowing us to investigate the 

temporal predictive relationships of one variable on another. Hayes’s (2012) PROCESS also was 

used to determine whether this mediation effect was altered by group or BAS status (Primary 

Hypotheses 3 and 4). For the mediation and moderated-mediation models, we used 10,000 

bootstrap samples. Finally, initial symptom scores (BDI and ARM) and any demographic 

variables significantly related to the dependent variables were entered as covariates for the 

mediation and moderated-mediation analyses.   

To test the Secondary Hypotheses, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVAs) 

was used to examine group (BD+Anx, BD, MBAS) differences on AS and trait anxiety 

(Secondary Hypothesis 1), and social rhythm disruption (Secondary Hypothesis 2). Any 

significant demographic variables were entered as covariates.  

Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

Examination of the distribution of study variables demonstrated normal distributions for 

the majority of the variables. However, a substantial positive skew (>1.0) existed for the raw T3 

ASRM, T3 BDI, and T1 ASI-3 Total scores. Therefore, re-standardization of these variables 

using a logarithmic transformation was used to improve the variable distributions. Descriptive 

statistics are displayed in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for study variables. 

Variable Mean Std. Deviation 

Time 1 ASI-3 Total Score 17.12  11.55 

Time 1 ASI-3: Cognitive 

Concerns 

4.35 4.79 

Time 1 ASI-3:Social 

Concerns 

7.16 5.38 

Time 1 ASI-3: Physical 

Concerns 

5.63 4.46 

Time 1 STAI-Trait Total  13.49 4.38 

Time 2 Total SRD  23.90 13.97 

Time 2 Total SRD for BAS-A 10.47 6.05 

Time 2 Total SRD for BAS-D 9.33 6.91 

Time 3 ASRM  3.89 3.70 

Time 3 BDI  4.82 6.00 

Time 3 ISS-A 9.96 4.22 

Time 3 ISS-D 3.04 1.58 

Baseline SRM-T Regularity 11.44 3.46 
Note. ARSM= Altman Self-Rating Mania Scale, BDI= Beck Depression Inventory, ISS-A= Internal States Scale-Activation, ISS-

D= Internal States Scale-Depression, SRM-T= Social Rhythm Metric- Trait version, ASI-3= Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3, SRD= 

Social Rhythm Disruption, BAS-A= BAS-Activating Life Events, BAS-D= BAS-Deactivating Life Events 

 

Next, Pearson correlations were calculated to examine the associations between the study 

variables. As can be seen in Table 2, most of the follow-up symptom measures exhibited 

significant moderate intercorrelations with each other. BAS was significantly correlated with T3 

ASRM and T3 ISS Activation. T1 ASI was significantly positively correlated with T3 BDI, T3 

ISS Activation, T3 ISS Depression, and T1 STAI-T. Interestingly, T1 ASI was not correlated 

with T1 BAS or T3 ASRM. Finally, T1 STAI-T was significantly correlated with T3 ASRM, T3 

BDI, T1 ASI and all of its subscales.  
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Table 2. Correlations of study variables 

 Group T1 

BAS 

T1 

STAI-T 

T1 ASI-

3: Total 

T1 ASI-

3: CC 

T1 ASI-

3: SC 

T1 ASI-

3: PC 

T1 

SRM-

T-R 

T2 

SRD: 

Total 

T2 

SRD: 

BAS-A 

T2 

SRD: 

BAS-

D 

T3 BDI T3 

ASRM 

T3 

ISS-D 

T3 ISS-

A 

Group 1 .76** .03 .11 .08 .09 .24* -.11 .19** .14** .19** .29** .20** .16* .29** 

T1 BAS   1 .03 -.01 .07 .00 .08 -.05 .02 .07 .04 .07 .15** .09 .24** 

T1 STAI-T   1 .42** .32** .32** .47** .06 .17 .31** .21* .40** .18* .35** .32** 

T1 ASI-3: 

Total 

   1 .69** .76** .69** -.02 .10 .16 .12 .33** .06 .24** .26** 

T1 ASI-3: 

CC 

    1 .49** .48** -.03 .05 .08 .05 .27** -.02 .16 .10 

T1 ASI-3: 

SC 

     1 .33** -.03 .05 .08 .03 .36** .06 .20* .21* 

T1 ASI-

3:PC 

      1 -.05 .03 .11 .12 .16 .07 .26** .20* 

T1 SRM-T-

R 

       1 .10 -.11 .06 -.08 .04 -.24* -.07 

T2 SRD: 

Total  

        1 .65** .81** .10 .00 -.04 -.07 

T2 SRD: 

BAS-A 

         1 .64** .34** .04 .22* .18* 

T2 SRD: 

BAS-D 

          1 .13 .04 .10 .18* 

T3 BDI            1 .21 .38** .17 

T3 ASRM             1 .00 .28** 

T3 ISS-D              1 .22* 

T3 ISS-A               1 

*p<.05, **p<.01 

Note. ARSM= Altman Self-Rating Mania Scale, BDI= Beck Depression Inventory, ISS-A= Internal States Scale-Activation, ISS-D= Internal States Scale-Depression, SRM-T-R= 

Social Rhythm Metric- Trait version, Revised, ASI-3= Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3, CC= Cognitive Concern, SC= Social Concern, PC= Physical Concern, STAI-T= State-Trait 

Anxiety Inventory- Trait, SRD= Social Rhythm Disruption, BAS-A= BAS-Activating Life Events, BAS-D= BAS-Deactivating Life Events 
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In addition, three separate linear regressions were used to test whether race, age and 

gender were associated with the dependent variables of interest (SRD, ASRM, BDI, ISS). Race 

significantly predicted T3 ISS-D (b = .25, t(153) = 2.13, p < .05), such that belonging to a race 

other than Caucasian was associated with an increase in ISS-D score. There was a significant, 

negative relationship between age and T3 ASRM (b = -1.69, t(152) = -2.13, p < .05), such that 

greater ASRM scores were associated with a younger age. Finally, gender significantly predicted 

T3 ISS-A (b = -.04, t(153) = -2.94, p < .01) and T3 ASRM (b = -.46, t(154) = -2.75, p < .01). 

Specifically, being male was associated with lower ISS-A and ASRM scores. Consequently, 

race, age and gender were used as covariates in the hypothesis testing analyses.  

An ANOVA was carried out to examine whether age varied across the different groups 

(e.g., BD+Anx, BD, MBAS). Age did not significantly differ based on one’s diagnostic status, 

F(2, 153) = 0.05, p = .95. Next, to determine whether gender or race was related to group, two 

chi-square tests for independence were conducted. No association was found between gender and 

group [X2(2) = 0.17, p = 0.92], or race and group [X2(8) = 7.41, p = 0.49]. Therefore age, race, 

and gender were not covaried for the secondary hypotheses.  

Primary Hypothesis 1: STAI-T/ASI-3 Predicting Social Rhythm Disruption and Mood 

Symptoms 

 Controlling for baseline M-SRM-T, multiple linear regressions were used to assess 

whether T1 anxiety measures predicted T2 social rhythm disruption. The results showed that T1 

ASI-3 significantly predicted T2 SRD for BAS-A events (b = 4.14, t(156) = 2.42, p < .05). 

However, it did not predict T2 SRD for BAS-D events (b = 2.98, t(156) = 1.62, p = 10). The 

STAI-T did not significantly predict SRD for BAS-A (b = 0.18, t(154) = 1.52, p = 0.13) or BAS-

D events (b = 0.04, t(153) = 0.28, p = 0.78) at T2.  
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Next, linear regressions were used to test whether T1 ASI-3 and/or STAI-T predicted T3 

mood symptom scores (e.g., BDI, ASRM, ISS-A, ISS-D) after controlling for initial symptoms. 

The STAI-T significantly predicted T3 ASRM score (b = -8.49, t(156) = -2.11, p < .05), such 

that greater anxiety was associated with lower manic symptoms. However, STAI-T did not 

significantly predict T3 BDI (b = .12, t(156) = 1.19, p = .24), T3 ISS-A (b = .09, t(148) = 1.19, p 

= .24, or T3 ISS-D (b = -.17, t(150) = -.47, p = .63). The ASI-3 significantly predicted T3 BDI 

(b = .08, t(154) = 2.55, p < .05), ISS-A (b = 2.57, t(150) = 2.16, p < .05) and ISS-D (b = 1.47, 

t(155) = 2.87, p < .01). On the other hand, ASI-3 did not significantly predict T3 ASRM (b = 

0.03, t(154) = 0.37, p = .71). Given that only ASI-3 predicted Time 2 SRD and Time 3 mood 

symptoms, we conducted the mediation analyses using the ASI-3, but not the STAI-T.  

Primary Hypothesis 2: SRD as a Mediator of the Association Between ASI-3/STAI-T and 

Prospective Mood Symptoms 

 Regressions using Hayes’s (2012) Process was used to test whether SRD mediated the 

relationship between ASI-3 and prospective mood symptomatology (i.e., T3 BDI, ISS-A, and 

ISS-D). For each regression, ASI-3 was entered as the independent variable, M-SRM-T, race, 

age, gender, and baseline symptom scores were entered as covariates, and T2 SRD from BAS-A 

events was entered as a possible mediator. As Table 3 shows, the 95% confidence interval for the 

indirect effect of ASI-3 on ISS-A through SRD BAS-A included zero, indicating no significant 

mediating relationship. However, there was a significant indirect effect of ASI-3 on ISS-D, 

95%CI [.013, .982], and BDI, 95%CI [.004, .309], through SRD BAS-A.  

 

 

 

 

 

Predictor (X)  

ASI-3  

* p<.05. Note. ASI-3 = Anxiety Sensitivity Index- 3, BDI = Beck Depression Inventory, ISS-A = Internal States Scale-Activation, ISS-D = 

Internal States Scale- Depression, SRD from BAS-A Events = Social Rhythm Disruption for BAS-Activating events, LLCI= Lower Level 

Confidence Interval, ULCI= Upper Level Confidence Interval.  

 

Table 3. Bootstrapping test of mediation- ASI-3 predicting to T3 BDI, ISS-A & ISS-D through T2 SRD from 

BAS-A Events.     

  

BAS-A     0.11* 

BAS-A     0.36 

BAS-A     0.32* 

 

Boot LLCI 

0.004  0.309  

-0.156  1.435 

0.013  0.982 

Direct Effect of X on Y  Indirect Effect of X on Y

  BDI  0.15  

ISS-A  2.71 

ISS-D  0.77 

Boot ULCI 
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Primary Hypothesis 3: Group Status as a Moderator of ASI-3 and Prospective Mood 

Symptoms through SRD 

 In order to test whether the mediational effect of ASI-3 on prospective ISS-D and BDI 

through SRD for BAS-A events was moderated by group status (i.e., BD+Anx, BD, MBAS 

group), Model 14 (moderation on the b’ path) of Hayes’s (2012) Process was used. Using ASI-3 

as the independent variable, ISS-D as the dependent variable, SRD BAS-A as the mediator, and 

Group as the possible moderator, the overall model, F(3,46) = 0.58, p = 0.77, R2 = .09, was not 

significant (see Figure 1). The same outcome resulted when BDI was tested as the outcome 

variable, F(3,32) = 0.37, p = 0.78, R2 = 0.18 (see Figure 2). Therefore, the conditional indirect 

effect of ASI-3 on ISS-D or BDI by diagnostic group status was not significant.   

Figure 1. Group Status as a Moderator of ASI-3 and ISS Depressive symptoms through SRD for 

BAS-A Events  

  

   

Time 2 SRD 

BAS-A 

Time 1 

ASI-3 

Group 

Status 

Main effect of AS on ISS-D: β=0.10, t= 0.20, p=0.84 

 

Main effect of AS: β= 4.11, t= 2.32, p<0.05 

 
SRD predicting ISS-D: β= 0.08, t= 2.14, 

p<.05 

Time 3 ISS-D 

Interaction with SRD: 

β= -0.03, t= -1.13, 

p=0.26 

 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on ISS Depression Symptoms via 

SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for Moderate-BAS Individuals: β= 

0.16, CI[-0.19 –0.81] 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on ISS Depression Symptoms via 

SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for BSD Individuals: β= 0.11, CI[-0.10 

– 0.72] 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on ISS Depression Symptoms via 

SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for BSD+Anx Individuals: β= 0.21, 

CI[-0.16 – 0.92] 
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Figure 2. Group Status as a Moderator of ASI-3 and BDI Depressive symptoms through SRD for 

BAS-A Events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Primary Hypothesis 4: BAS Status as a Moderator of ASI-3 and Prospective Mood 

Symptoms through SRD 

 Model 14 of Hayes’s (2012) Process also was used to determine whether BAS sensitivity 

interacts with social rhythm disruption to influence the mediational pathway between ASI-3 and 

prospective ISS-D and BDI through SRD for BAS-A events. ASI-3 was entered as the 

independent variable, ISS-D as the dependent variable, SRD for BAS-A as the mediating 

Time 2 SRD 

BAS-A 

Time 1 

ASI-3 

Group 

Status 

Main Effect of AS on BDI: β=0.38, t= 2.13, p<0.05 

 

Main effect of AS: β= 4.12, t= 2.40, p<.05 

 

SRD predicting BDI: β= 0.02, t= 1.76, p=0.09 

Time 3 BDI 

Interaction with SRD: 

β= -0.003, t= -0.33, 

p=0.75 

 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on BDI Depression Symptoms via 

SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for Moderate-BAS Individuals: β= 

0.07, CI[-0.11 –0.39] 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on BDI Depression Symptoms via 

SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for BSD Individuals: β= 0.06, CI[-

0.08 – 0.35] 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on BDI Depression Symptoms via 

SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for BSD+Anx Individuals: β= 0.05, 

CI[-0.06 – 0.54] 
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variable, and BAS status as the moderating variable. The overall model, F(6,87) = 6.40, p < 0.01, 

R2 = .31, was significant. Additionally, the conditional indirect effect of ASI-3 on ISS-D was 

significant for moderate BAS, β = 0.31, 95% CI [0.45, 1.00], but not high BAS individuals, β 

=0.22, 95% CI [-0.06, 0.98] (see Figure 3). When BDI was entered as the outcome variable, the 

overall model, F(6,61) = 4.40, p < 0.01 , R2 = .30, also was significant. However, there was no 

conditional indirect effect of ASI-3 on BDI at either level of BAS status (see Figure 4).  

Figure 3. BAS Status as a Moderator of ASI-3 and ISS Depressive symptoms through SRD for 

BAS-A Events 

  Time 2 SRD 

BAS-A 

Time 1 

ASI-3 

BAS 

Status 

Time 3 ISS-D 

Main Efect of AS on ISS-D: β= 0.31, t= 2.32, p<0.05 

 

Main effect of AS: β= 4.06, t= 2.34, p<.05 

SRD predicting ISS-D: β= 0.06, t= 4.17, p<.01 

 

Interaction with SRD: β 

= -0.20, t= -1.36, p=.05 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on ISS Depression Symptoms 

via SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for Moderate-BAS 

Individuals: β= 0.31, CI[0.05 –1.00] 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on ISS Depression Symptoms 

via SRD for BAS-Activating Life events for High-BAS Individuals: 

β= 0.22, CI[-0.06 – 0.98] 
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Figure 4. BAS Status as a Moderator of ASI-3 and BDI Depressive symptoms through SRD for 

BAS-A Events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secondary Hypothesis 1: Trait anxiety and AS will be elevated in the BD+Anx group 

compared to the BD and MBAS groups  

A MANOVA was used to determine whether there were group (BD+Anx, BD, MBAS) 

differences on ASI-3 subscales and STAI-T, and this MANOVA yielded a significant overall 

group effect, F(2, 143) = 2.38, p < .05; Wilk's Λ = 0.94. Follow-up univariate analyses showed 

that the groups were significantly different on the physical concerns subscale of the ASI-3, F(2, 

80) = 3.30, p < .05. In order to determine the specific group differences, a series of planned 

Time 2 SRD 

BAS-A 

Time 1 

ASI-3 

BAS 

Status 

Main Effect of AS on BDI: β=0.43, t= 2.63, p<0.05 

 

Main effect of AS: β= 4.20, t= 2.49, p<0.05 

 

SRD predicting BDI: β= 0.02, t= 1.42, p=0.16 

Time 3 BDI 

Interaction with SRD: 

β= 0.00, t= 0.09, p=0.93 

 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on BDI Depression Symptoms via SRD 

for BAS-Activating Life events for Moderate-BAS Individuals: β= 0.187, CI[-

0.01 –0.45] 

 Conditional Indirect Effect of ASI-3 on BDI Depression Symptoms via SRD 

for BAS-Activating Life events for High-BAS Individuals: β= 0.074, CI[-0.06 –

0.27] 
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comparisons was conducted. Planned contrasts revealed that the BD+Anx group’s ASI Physical 

Concerns subscale scores were significantly greater than the BD (p = .028) and MBAS (p = .027) 

groups’ scores. There was no significant difference between the BD and MBAS groups on ASI 

Physical Concerns (p = .72). In addition, there were no significant group differences on the other 

ASI-3 subscales or on the STAI-T (all p’s > .05). 

Secondary Hypothesis 2: Social rhythm dysregulation will be most elevated among the 

BD+Anx group 

Finally, a MANCOVA also was used to determine whether group status (BD+Anx, BD, 

MBAS) was associated with differences on SRD Total and subscale scores (see Table 4). M-

SRM-T at Time 1 was covaried to insure Time 2 differences in SRD could not be attributed to 

initial regularity scores. The overall group effect was significant on the MANCOVA, F(2, 135) = 

2.10, p < .05; Wilk's Λ = 0.75. The univariate analyses showed that the groups were significantly 

different on Total SRD score, F(2, 152) = 4.45,  p < .05, and SRD for BAS-D events, F(2, 152) = 

4.97, p < .01. Planned contrasts revealed that the BD+Anx group scored significantly higher than 

the MBAS group on Total SRD, t(1, 153) = -2.67, p < .01 and SRD for BAS-D events, t(1, 152) 

= -2.70, p < .01. The BD+Anx group also scored significantly higher than the BD group on SRD 

for BAS-D events, t (1, 150) = 1.58, p < .025 (see Table 4). There were no significant differences 

between the MBAS and BD groups on SRD.  

Table 4. Planned comparisons between BD and BD+Anx groups 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

                         Groups  t  Sig. (2-tailed)  95% CI   

Total SRD BD   -1.19  0.08   -10.50, 0.61 

  BD+Anx  

BAS- A BD   -0.27  0.60   -2.96, 1.73 

  BD+Anx   

BAS-D BD   -1.58  0.02   -6.20, -0.59 

  BD+Anx 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Discussion 

Researchers have attempted to understand if and how anxiety affects the course of bipolar 

mood symptoms. After taking into account initial levels of depressive and hypomanic symptoms, 

the current results showed that individuals with high levels of anxiety sensitivity experienced 

greater depressive, but not hypomanic, symptoms prospectively. Whereas these findings are 

consistent with the literature (Grant, Beck & Davila, 2007), there were discriminant results with 

trait anxiety. Specifically, high levels of trait anxiety were associated with heightened hypomanic 

symptoms. However, there was no relationship between trait anxiety and depressive symptoms. 

Although trait anxiety and anxiety sensitivity measure different constructs, they have shown 

considerable overlap in their associations with depression (Cox et al., 2001; Simon et al., 2003, 

2005). Therefore, it is surprising that they differentially predicted depressive versus hypomanic 

symptoms in this study. That being said, there is research that suggests that trait anxiety is 

elevated in individuals with a history of (hypo)mania.  

Contreras and colleagues (2010; 2012) have shown that trait anxiety scores, as measured 

by the STAI, tend to be higher among Bipolar I patients than controls. Additionally, those 

researchers found a positive significant correlation between trait anxiety scores and lifetime 

mania. In an attempt to determine why trait anxiety is linked to (hypo)mania, Gruber et al. 

(2008) and Contreras et al. (2012) showed that rumination and worry are specific dimensions 

that are endorsed more by those with bipolar disorder than a non-clinical control group. 

Furthermore, when assessed using the anxious temperament subscale of the Temperament 

Evaluations of the Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diego Autoquestionnare (TEMPS-A), this 

elevation in trait anxiety extended to healthy relatives of bipolar individuals (Vazquez et al., 

2008). Therefore, given that trait anxiety is associated with rumination and worry, and these 
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factors are more prevalent among bipolar samples, it may have been likely that trait anxiety 

would predict prospective hypomanic symptoms in the current study.   

This study also found that high levels of anxiety sensitivity were associated with greater 

social rhythm disruption. This social rhythm disruption was limited to life events that are 

described as appetitive, rewarding, or achievement-oriented (BAS activating). Additionally, 

social rhythm disruption that was engendered from BAS-activating life events explained the 

relationship between Time 1 anxiety sensitivity and change in Time 3 depressive symptoms, not 

(hypo)manic symptoms. Therefore, this supports the conjecture that individuals with high levels 

of anxiety sensitivity have greater depressive symptoms in part because of their proclivity to 

experience life events that disrupt their social rhythms. Nonetheless, these results call into 

question past research that has reported that the type of BAS-relevant life events (activating 

versus deactivating) is consistent with prospective mood symptoms/episodes (i.e., SRD 

following an activating life event generates hypomanic symptoms, and vice versa; Nusslock et 

al., 2007).  

Instead of the type of BAS-relevant event being the key factor in predicting prospective 

mood symptoms, it may be that the cognitive appraisal of a particular event is more important in 

predicting the polarity of mood symptomatology. Therefore, it is worth exploring trends in 

attentional biases and cognitive appraisal specific to individuals with BDs. To date, the research 

on attentional bias and cognitive processes among individuals with BD is mixed. Using implicit 

tests such as the go/no go paradigm and dot-probe task, researchers have demonstrated mood-

congruent attentional biases (Jongen et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 1999). However, these findings 

could not be replicated by researchers using similar methods (Rosier et al., 2009; Rubinsztein et 

al., 2006). These mixed findings could very well be explained by the current mood state of the 
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sample. In order to test this, Jabben and colleagues (2012) found that BD individuals who were 

depressed at the time of assessment had an attentional bias away from positive stimuli. This 

finding replicated previous studies that demonstrated mood-dependent dysfunctional attitudes in 

BD individuals (Jones et al., 2005; Scott & Pope, 2003). Therefore, social rhythm disruption 

following BAS-activating life events may have engendered prospective depressive symptoms 

because of the cognitive and attentional bias for negative cues if our sample had elevated levels 

of depressive symptoms at Time 1. Future research should examine whether one’s cognitive style 

moderates the relationship between type of life event and polarity of mood symptoms.  

In trying to understand how the association between anxiety sensitivity, social rhythm 

disruption and depressive symptoms explains symptoms for individuals with BD-AD 

comorbidity, we examined whether a comorbid BD and anxiety disorder diagnosis or high risk 

status alters the association. Contrary to our hypothesis, the relationship did not change, based on 

whether individuals met diagnostic criteria for a BSD, a comorbid Bipolar Disorder-Anxiety 

Disorder, or were a healthy control. On the other hand, there was a significant interaction for 

BAS sensitivity. Specifically, for individuals with moderate BAS sensitivity, social rhythm 

disruption for BAS activating events more strongly predicted increases in ISS-D depressive 

symptom score than for individuals with high BAS sensitivity. This means that, contradictory to 

the literature, in the present study, those at a lower risk for developing a BD had a stronger 

association between their Time 2 social rhythm disruption and Time 3 depressive symptoms. 

Given that high BAS sensitivity has been found to be more consistently associated with 

(hypo)manic symptoms and onsets of (hypo)manic episodes (Alloy, Nusslock, et al., 2015), and 

moderate BAS levels are closer to low levels of BAS sensitivity consistently found to predict 

depressive symptoms and episodes, it may not be surprising that the association between social 
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rhythm disruption and increases in depressive symptoms was stronger for the moderate BAS 

group. 

In testing our secondary aim, we discovered that individuals with comorbid Bipolar 

Disorder-Anxiety Disorder experienced more social rhythm disruption than those with BD alone 

or healthy controls. Of note, this social rhythm disruption was specific to BAS-deactivating life 

events involving loss or failure. Contrary to our hypothesis, we also found that those with 

comorbid Bipolar Disorder-Anxiety Disorder, BD only, or Healthy Controls did not differ on 

trait anxiety or anxiety sensitivity. Taken together, these findings clearly show that the presence 

of a comorbid anxiety diagnosis is linked to greater social rhythm disruption among BD 

individuals. Furthermore, this social rhythm disruption is specific to BAS-deactivating life 

events.  

Social rhythm disruption following BAS-deactivating life events among individuals with 

comorbid Bipolar Disorder-Anxiety Disorder is consistent with the literature that shows that 

anxiety comorbidity is predictive of the depressive phase of BD (Coryell et al., 2012; Otto et al., 

2006; Provencher, 2011). First, researchers have found that comorbid anxiety is associated with 

cognitive styles that engender greater depressive symptoms (O’Garro-Moore et al., 2015). 

Additionally, following the cognitive vulnerability-stress hypothesis, several studies have shown 

that stressful life events play a crucial role in the course of depression because of their interaction 

with negative attributions and cognitive styles (Alloy et al., 1999; 2006; Reilly-Harrington et al., 

1999). Therefore, given that the presence of comorbid anxiety accounts for elevated social 

rhythm disruption following BAS-deactivating life events as well as a proclivity toward negative 

cognitive styles, comorbid individuals may be especially likely to endorse severe depressive 

symptoms. Future studies should examine whether the number of life events and their social 
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rhythm disruption interacts with cognitive styles, exacerbating depressive symptoms among 

those with Bipolar Disorder-Anxiety Disorder comorbidity.   

This study had several strengths, including the use of a longitudinal design among an at-

risk population during a phase of development in which BD symptoms are beginning to emerge. 

We also were able to bolster the accuracy of our life event data by using life event interviews and 

objective interviewer ratings. Finally, the large sample of demographically diverse participants 

strengthens the generalizability of our findings.  

It should also be noted that this study was not without its limitations. First, given that life 

events were reported retrospectively, although over relatively short 6-month intervals, it is 

possible that these data suffered from a recency effect. Specifically, participants may have been 

more likely to report events that were closer temporally to the time of their follow-up and forget 

about those that were more distant. Second, in this study, a comorbid anxiety diagnosis consisted 

of any DSM-IV-TR or RDC anxiety diagnosis. If individuals were separated by their specific 

anxiety diagnoses, this could afford a more complete understanding of the effect of types of 

anxiety on prospective mood symptoms. Similarly, the BD groups were comprised of 

participants who met criteria for any disorder in the bipolar spectrum. In order to examine unique 

effects of comorbidity on BDs, future research should use groups that are strictly separated by 

diagnosis (e.g., cyclothymia, BD II, BD I).   

The findings from this study may have clinical implications. They demonstrate the 

importance of social rhythm disruption, and thus, the potential utility of social rhythm therapy 

for those with AS. Interpersonal and Social Rhythm Therapy (IPSRT) was designed to stabilize 

social rhythms among individuals with a BD, in order to mitigate affective episodes (Frank, 

Schwartz, & Kupfer, 2000; Miklowitz et al., 2007a; 2007b). Given that social rhythm disruption 
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also promotes depressive symptoms among individuals with high anxiety sensitivity, IPSRT 

could be modified for these at-risk individuals as well. A modified version of IPSRT could 

include psychoeducation on the role of AS in social rhythm disruption and symptoms, as well as 

cognitive restructuring to manage anxious cognitions. This may be especially important because 

individuals with comorbid bipolar disorder-anxiety disorder have been found to relapse sooner 

than bipolar individuals without a comorbid anxiety disorder (Frank et al. 2005). Therefore, 

using measures of anxiety sensitivity to screen for those at risk, and utilizing IPSRT as an 

intervention for these individuals, may help to mitigate the development of comorbid BD-AD 

symptoms.  

  This study was unique in that, to date, no research has been conducted to investigate the 

mediational role of social rhythm disruption in the association between anxiety and prospective 

bipolar symptomatology. Moreover, this study was novel in that it used participants at risk for 

and diagnosed with a BD to fully examine the interconnection between anxiety and bipolar 

symptoms. Given the limitations of this project, future research should expand on these findings 

by assessing whether trait anxiety and/or anxiety sensitivity and social rhythm disruption are 

associated with the onset of distinctive diagnostic groups (e.g., BD II, BDI, BD+PD). This would 

afford researchers the opportunity to more accurately track and predict the course of bipolar 

pathology.  
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CHAPTER 2 

BIPOLAR-ANXIETY COMORBIDITY: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Bipolar spectrum disorders (BSDs) are characterized by extreme affective lability and 

affect approximately 4.4% of adults in the United States (Merikangas et al., 2011). Moreover, 

BSDs are the sixth leading cause of disability in the world (World Health Organization [WHO], 

2006). This impairment is often exacerbated when BSDs co-occur with other disorders (e.g., 

substance abuse, impulsive disorders, and/or anxiety disorders; Otto et al., 2006, Provencher et 

al., 2012). Given that individuals with BSDs typically have comorbid disorders (Merikangas et 

al., 2007, 2008, 2011), and this association has a deleterious effect on the symptoms and course 

of bipolar disorder, there is clearly a need to understand BSDs in the context of comorbid 

conditions.  

In the past decade, research on comorbid diagnoses among individuals with BSDs has 

consistently shown that anxiety disorders are one of the most prevalent comorbid conditions 

(McElroy et al. 2001; Zimmerman et al. 2002; Kessler et al 2003; Goes et al. 2012). An 

epidemiological study by Phillips et al. (2009) found that among individuals with a current 

mental diagnosis, a majority (63%) met criteria for a comorbid mood-anxiety diagnosis. 

Moreover, comorbid anxiety disorders have been shown to exacerbate certain symptoms and 

negatively affect the course of disorder (Perroud et al., 2007; Saunders et al., 2012). Specifically, 

studies have consistently found that bipolar-anxiety comorbidity results in an exacerbation of 

depressive symptoms. Given these findings, an important research question is whether the effect 

of anxiety on mood is differentially impacted by the type of mood diagnosis (unipolar vs. bipolar 

disorder).  
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In an effort to investigate whether anxiety comorbidity is more common in BSD or major 

depressive disorder (MDD), Pini et al. (1997) compared patients with current depression, 

dysthymia, and bipolar disorder (BD). The researchers found that the prevalence of Panic 

disorder (PD) and Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) was significantly higher in the BD 

group. This result is consistent with Simon and colleagues’ study (2003), which showed that PD 

and Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) were more common in BD than MDD. Moreover, the 

researchers pointed to specific anxiety traits (e.g., anxiety sensitivity and neuroticism) as the 

underlying mechanism in this association. Specific anxiety may explain Zimmerman et al.’s 

(2009) finding that comorbid anxiety is not only more common in BD than MDD, but prevalence 

is consistent across BD subtypes (BDI- 55.4% and BDII- 59%). As one may conclude, the higher 

rate of BD-anxiety disorder prevalence has been shown to translate to a greater ‘anxiety burden’. 

Dilsaver and colleagues (2006) found that the odds of suicide attempts are more likely for BD 

with PD and Social Anxiety Disorder (SAD). These data suggest that examining comorbid 

anxiety within BSDs may be particularly important, as individuals with BSDs have a higher 

prevalence of comorbid anxiety and are at greater risk for suicide than those with major 

depression.  

The purpose of this paper is to review the current state of the literature as well as develop 

a more comprehensive etiological understanding of the association between anxiety and BSDs. 

Comorbid anxiety among individuals with BSDs is important to review in terms of prevalence, 

causal/contributing factors, and the course of BSD. Although previous research has allowed the 

psychological community to understand the scope of this association, there has been little to no 

work done attempting to explain why this association exists, and how it is maintained. 

Considering this important gap in the literature, the aims of this review are to: 1) describe 
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nuances in etiology among those with lifetime anxiety and BSDs, 2) discuss cognitive 

mechanisms that may contribute to the manifestation of both disorders, and 3) integrate existing 

theories in order to explain the association.  

For the purposes of this review of bipolar-anxiety comorbidity, we searched PsycINFO 

for articles including the phrases “bipolar anxiety”, “mood and anxiety”, “bipolar comorbid 

anxiety” published since 1994. The search was created on 1/15/2016. During the writing of this 

paper, it was deemed necessary to include other articles for more background on the subject. 

 

Clinical Prevalence of Bipolar – Anxiety Comorbidity 

 Prevalence rates of anxiety disorder comorbidity in BSDs have been consistent across the 

last few decades. Epidemiological studies have shown that individuals with BD have higher rates 

of GAD (6-16%), PD (5-17%), OCD (2-12%), and SAD (13-21%) than the general population 

(Levander et al., 2007). Perhaps the first large-scale epidemiological study that investigated rates 

of various anxiety disorders within BSDs was conducted by Lewinsohn and colleagues (1995). 

In a community sample of adolescents (aged 14-18 years) with BSDs, the researchers found that 

the lifetime prevalence of BDII and cyclothymia was 1%. Rates of comorbidity in this group 

were highest for anxiety disorders (33%). Specifically, comorbid separation anxiety (22.2%) and 

PD (11%) were diagnosed most often. Also of note, rates of anxiety comorbidity were found to 

be relatively consistent among a subthreshold BD group: 32% lifetime prevalence.  

This study was significant because it was the first report of a large-scale epidemiological 

study that examined participants at or approaching the age of onset of BSD. Their finding that 

lifetime anxiety prevalence and impairment among individuals with subthreshold BD was 

comparable to that in the BD group gives credence to the idea that these two disorders share a 
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commonality. More interesting is that this commonality engenders high levels of impairment at 

the prodrome stage. Whereas this study showed that comorbidity has a negative effect on 

symptomatology, and subthreshold BD also exhibits high levels of comorbidity, it was not clear 

why this happens. Therefore, MacQueen et al. (2003) examined the extent to which symptom 

exacerbation is the result of persistent, subsyndromal symptoms, a phenomenon that may be a 

marker for high rates of anxiety comorbidity.  

In trying to understand the extent to which impairment from acute BD episodes persists, 

MacQueen and colleagues (2003) examined factors associated with prospective 

syndromal/subsyndromal symptoms. Among an inpatient group (N=138) who met criteria for 

BDI or BDII, life-charting was compiled to assess the course of mood episodes. According to 

their clinical state at the time of follow-up, patients were divided into one of three groups 

(euthymic, subsyndromal, or syndromal). Anxiety disorders were higher in prevalence than 

substance use and eating disorders in the past year. Moreover, rates of comorbid anxiety were 

highest among individuals who were experiencing subsyndromal (80.6%) or syndromal (53.4%) 

symptoms, as opposed to those who were euthymic (38.6%). The subsyndromal group also was 

more likely to endorse lower Global Assessment of Function (GAF) scores than euthymic 

patients. This study shows that anxiety comorbidity may be maintained through subsyndromal 

symptom persistence among bipolar individuals.  

In 2001, McElroy and colleagues conducted another study whose aim was to shed light 

on the clinical features of BD and the nature of any comorbid conditions in a mature sample. 

Outpatients (N = 288, Mean Age= 42.8, SD= 11.3) with either BDI or BDII were evaluated and 

65% met DSM-IV criteria for at least one comorbid condition. Moreover, anxiety disorders were 

one of the highest (42%) comorbid lifetime disorders. In particular, PD accounted for the highest 
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percentage of comorbid anxiety disorders (20%). In terms of the clinical features associated with 

this, the researchers demonstrated that concurrent comorbidity was associated with a worse 

course of BD.  

The National Comorbidity Survey (NCS) was a cross-national community-based study 

aimed at investigating the lifetime and 12-month prevalence of major depression. Merikangas et 

al. (2007) examined the findings from a replication version of the original study. The purpose of 

the National Comorbidity Survey Replication (NCS-R) was to illustrate the rates of and effective 

treatments for BSD in a representative United States sample. After dividing the sample into three 

groups (BDI, BDII, and Subthreshold BD), the researchers found exceptionally high rates of 

lifetime comorbid anxiety disorders among all groups: 74.9%, 86.7%, and 89.2%, respectively. 

Much like the findings from MacQueen et al. (2003), Merikangas and colleagues were able to 

show that comorbid anxiety was more prevalent among this sample than impulse control 

disorders (e.g., Intermittent Explosive Disorder, ADHD, Conduct Disorder) or substance use 

disorders (e.g., drug abuse and dependence). 

Cross-national variations in rates of depression (Chang et al., 2008; Gonzalez, Tarraf, 

Whitfield & Vega, 2010; Simon et al., 2002) and BD (Jacobi et al., 2004; Morselli, Elgie & 

Cesana, 2004) have been well established. Moreover, the literature has consistently shown higher 

variability in rates of depression than BD by country (Weissman et al., 1996). Unfortunately, 

there are fewer studies that document international prevalence of bipolar-anxiety comorbidity.  

In 1998, Angst conducted a study investigating the rates of hypomania among a community 

sample in Zurich, Switzerland. Cohorts were brought in for follow-up approximately every 4 

years; from the ages of 19 (males)/20 (females) to 34/35. Angst found a significant association 

between BSD groups and anxiety disorders. Individuals with a BSD were more likely to be 
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diagnosed with PD and experience ten times more panic attacks than controls. These data 

highlight the consistent rates of comorbid PD in cross-national samples. Rihmer and colleagues 

(2001) conducted a study in a community sample of Hungarian adults. Individuals were divided 

into separate subgroups based on a diagnosis either of major depression, BDI, or BDII. Their 

results supported previous findings of a high rate of comorbidity between lifetime anxiety 

disorders and BSD [BDI (54%), BDII (100%)]. Interestingly, the researchers also found that 

individuals with BDII had the highest rates of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and 

agoraphobia. These results are consistent with Szadoczky, Papp, Vitrai, Rihmer and Furedi 

(1998) who found that BD is associated with an increased risk of GAD and PD (OR= 3.9 and 

2.6, respectively) among a similar sample. Similarly, across Europe, comorbid anxiety rates 

range from 16-28% (Fajutrao et al., 2009), with variability attributed to diagnosis and reporting 

differences (Brieger et al., 2007; Fravelli et al., 2006; Henry et al., 2003; Pini et al., 2003).  

Across epidemiological studies, there is evidence that certain anxiety disorders are more 

likely to be comorbid with BSD than others. Moreover, rates of specific comorbid anxiety 

diagnoses may differ with age (El-Mallakh and Hollifield, 2008; Harpold, Wozniak & Kwon, 

2005). Among adult samples, GAD and PD consistently have been shown to have the highest 

rates of comorbidity; 38.7-42.4% and 29.1-32.9%, respectively (Boylan et al., 2004; Chen and 

Dilsaver, 1995; Kessler et al., 1994, 1997). Dickstein et al. (2005) found that among 32 children 

and adolescents with BDI, GAD was endorsed by 34.4% of the sample, whereas the rate of PD 

dropped to nearly 5%.  In the Epidemiological Catchment Area study (ECA; Chen and Dilsaver, 

1995), 21% of their BSD sample had PD.  

Rates of OCD among BSD samples are highly variable. The ECA and NCS-R studies 

have shown that OCD had a lifetime comorbidity rate of 16.6-21%. Smaller studies have 
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reported that prevalence ranges between 5 and 12% (Altindag et al., 2006; Kawa et al., 2005; 

Stakowski et al., 1998; Vieta et al. 2001). This variability is also seen among youth. Among 102 

inpatient children and adolescents followed for three years, 34.3% met diagnostic criteria for 

OCD (Masi, Perugi, & Toni, 2005). Conversely, Dickstein et al. (2005) reported a prevalence of 

10%. Despite these varying rates of comorbidity, prevalence rates of OCD are far higher among 

BSD individuals than the general public.  

Epidemiological data on SAD indicates that it is frequently comorbid with BSD. Much 

like OCD, prevalence rates have been shown to vary widely. Among BD I subjects in the NCS, 

NCS-R, and National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC) 

studies, 12-month prevalence rates of social anxiety comorbidity with BD range from 6.8% to 

18% (El-Mallakh and Hollifield, 2008; Grant et al., 2005; Kessler et al., 2005; Merikangas et al., 

2007). On the contrary, lifetime prevalence rates of comorbid SAD are relatively consistent, 

ranging between 22-23.7% (Grant et al., 2005; Simon et al., 2004). In sum, SAD is frequently 

comorbid with BSD and one of a few anxiety disorders that is more likely to co-occur with BSD.  

Examination of gender differences in mental disorders has yielded fairly consistent 

results. Specifically, anxiety and mood disorders are more common among women, whereas men 

are more likely to endorse externalizing and substance use disorders (Brady and Randall, 1999; 

Kuehner, 2003; Pigott, 1999; Seedat et al., 2009). Unfortunately, evidence for variability by 

gender among individuals with comorbid bipolar-anxiety is less clear. Saunders et al. (2012) 

compared the clinical characteristics of BD with and without anxiety among men and women. 

The researchers found that women had higher rates of comorbid PD and OCD than men, 30% vs 

17% and 7% vs 3%, respectively. Whereas there were no gender differences in rates of social 

phobia, women with comorbid social anxiety disorder were at an increased risk of alcohol abuse.  
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Baldassano and colleagues (2005) conducted a similar study in which they explored gender 

differences in the Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP-BD), 

a multi-center NIMH project. The researchers found significant gender differences with 

comorbid SAD, PTSD, and OCD. Women consistently endorsed higher rates of the 

aforementioned disorders. Despite these findings, there are contradictory data that suggest that 

women with BSD are less likely to exhibit anxiety disorders (Byers et al., 2010), or that some of 

the specific associations are flipped. Benedetti et al (2007) showed that among 72 BD inpatients 

being treated for their symptoms, males endorsed higher rates of OCD than females (63 vs. 33%; 

Perugi et al., 1990).  

Differences in bipolar-anxiety comorbidity by race and ethnicity have been understudied. 

Past literature has found no statistically significant differences across race/ethnicity in lifetime 

diagnosis of BD (Byers et al., 2010; Javaid et al., 2011; Merikangas et al., 2007). In terms of 

variations in psychiatric diagnoses by clinicians, West et al. (2006) reported that race and 

ethnicity may influence clinician ratings. Specifically, the researchers reported that Caucasians 

are more likely to receive a mood and anxiety disorder diagnosis than African Americans. 

Further, African American men are less likely than Caucasian men to receive a diagnosis of BD 

(OR= 0.26) or anxiety (OR= 0.35). Research that has compared race and ethnicity among a 

bipolar-anxiety comorbid sample revealed no significant differences between ethnic groups 

(McLean, Asnaani, Litz & Hofmann, 2011). This dearth of literature clearly underscores the 

need for more research on racial or ethnic differences in rates of anxiety comorbidity in BD. 

 

Course of Bipolar-Anxiety Comorbidity 
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Great attention has been directed to the effect of anxiety comorbidity on the course of 

BSD. In terms of depressive symptoms, the literature quite clearly indicates that anxiety 

comorbidity results in exacerbated depressive symptoms. Simon and colleagues (2004; 2007) 

used STEP-BD data to show that lifetime anxiety among bipolar I and II patients is associated 

with younger age at onset, decreased likelihood of recovery, and longer duration of time to 

remission of depressive and/or hypomanic episodes. Moreover, lifetime and current anxiety was 

linked to increased odds of past suicide attempts, current suicidal ideation, and psychosis (Kauer-

Sant’Anna et al., 2007; Perroud et al., 2012; Simon et al., 2007).  

Some researchers speculate that increases in impulsivity may be driving the association 

between anxiety and BSD (Swann, et al., 2005). Until the last decade, the relationship between 

anxiety and impulsivity rarely has been examined within BSD samples. The construct of 

impulsivity has long been labeled as a defining feature of BSD (Najt et al., 2007; Schmitz & 

Swann, 2001). It is a prominent component of hypo(mania); trait levels of impulsivity are higher 

among individuals with BSD compared to controls (Moeller et al., 2001; Swann et al., 2003; 

2009). In addition, state levels of impulsivity are higher during hypo(manic) episodes than 

euthymic periods (Swann et al., 2001) and during manic episodes than in depressive states 

(Strakowski et al., 2012). Moreover, impulsivity in hypo(manic) episodes has been linked with 

substance abuse (Etain et al., 2013; Swann et al., 2004; Young et al., 1993). These results 

suggest that impulsivity is a feature of bipolar disorder that has both state- and trait-dependent 

components. What is less clear is the effect of impulsivity on the course of bipolar-anxiety 

comorbidity.  

Conceptually, impulsivity and anxiety are opposing constructs that should display a 

negative relationship (Pliszka, 1989). In fact, some have conjectured that impulsivity may 
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mitigate anxious behavior and symptoms (Lee, Wadsworth, & Hotopf, 2006; Oosterlaan and 

Sergeant, 1996; Pliszka, 1998; Schatz and Rostain, 2006). However, epidemiological data 

provides a contrary conclusion (Kessler, Chiu, Demler, Merikangas, & Walters, 2005). Taylor et 

al. (2008) found that among 114 outpatients with BSD, those with anxiety comorbidity had 

higher levels of impulsivity than those without a comorbid anxiety disorder. Moreover, baseline 

anxiety symptoms predicted elevated impulsivity at 9-month follow-up. These findings were 

similar to those observed in a sample with comorbid cyclothymia-anxiety studied by Perugi et al. 

(2011). The researchers reported that the comorbid group was more impulsive than the anxiety 

group as measured by self-report (Barratt Impulsiveness Scale) and neuro-cognitive (Immediate 

and Delayed Memory Task) instruments. Finally, a recent study by Bellani et al. (2012) 

replicated past findings, strengthening the conclusion that anxiety (either diagnostic or symptom-

level) is associated with more impulsivity among individuals with BSDs than when anxiety is not 

present. These findings are important as they suggest that impulsivity is not negatively correlated 

with anxiety. In fact impulsivity has a moderating effect, exacerbating the course of the 

comorbid bipolar-anxiety.  

Otto and colleagues (2006) continued this line of research by examining how comorbidity 

may impact quality of life and functioning. In a large-scale prospective investigation of the 

course of bipolar disorder, they showed that anxiety comorbidity was associated with a loss of 

approximately 39 days well, lower reported quality of life, and greater risk of relapse. They also 

reported that symptom exacerbation was intensified for those individuals who met diagnostic 

criteria for more than one anxiety disorder. These results were consistent across bipolar subtype 

(I and II) and mood state (euthymic or depressed) at the time of assessment. Given that the 
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negative effects of comorbidity were not dependent on mood state, the authors suggested that 

effective treatment should focus on anxiety as way to regulate symptoms.  

Another important area of research concerns the stability of symptoms in comorbid 

anxiety-BSD. Coryell and colleagues (2012) aimed to understand the clinical implications of 

anxiety symptoms on unipolar and bipolar disorders over an extended period of time. Unipolar (n 

= 476) and bipolar (n = 335) participants were originally assessed using the Schedule for 

Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS) and subsequent evaluations were done using the 

Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation (LIFE) to track symptom levels and onset/offset of 

disorders. Participants were followed for approximately 17 years. The number of anxiety 

symptoms endorsed at baseline was related to prospective depression in unipolar and bipolar 

groups. Moreover, the subsequent depressive symptoms were shown to be stable over time. 

These results are important as they illustrate that anxiety comorbidity negatively affects mood 

disorders generally, and further, these symptoms are very stable, persisting for more than a 

decade.  

The impact of bipolar-anxiety comorbidity on the course of individuals’ hypo(manic) 

symptoms is not as well studied as it is for depressive symptoms. Gonzalez-Pinto et al. (2012) 

assessed 242 patients (57% female) admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of an acute manic 

episode; 46% of the sample met criteria for moderate to severe anxiety symptoms as measured 

by the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HARS). Correlations demonstrated a strong positive 

association between HARS scores and scores on the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) and the 

Clinical Global Impression for Bipolar Disorder (CGI-BP), a global illness severity measure. 

Moreover, patients with moderate to severe anxiety were hospitalized 20% longer than patients 

with lower HARS scores. These findings expand on those by Tohen et al. (2007) who 
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demonstrated that the effect of comorbid anxiety on manic symptoms is caustic enough to 

influence hospitalization. Finally, a study by Feske and colleagues (2000) reported that Bipolar I 

patients with past or current comorbid anxiety (PD, OCD, PTSD, GAD or SAD) had a greater 

number of manic episodes and severe self-reported manic symptoms than those without 

comorbid anxiety. These results were replicated by Nwulia et al. (2008), who showed that 

comorbid anxiety was associated with rapid mood switching among BSD patients.  

In all, the data support the conclusion that comorbid anxiety among BSD individuals 

results in greater clinical severity, affecting depressive and (hypo)manic symptoms. Clinical 

severity, frequency of episodes, and course of the disorder are all worsened by anxiety 

comorbidity. Future research is needed to examine the mechanisms by which mood symptoms 

are affected by the presence of anxiety. Thus, next we turn to an examination of the extent to 

which comorbidity may be explained by specific causal and contributing factors.  

 

Causal and Contributing Factors for Bipolar-Anxiety Comorbidity 

Cognitive Vulnerability 

Given that comorbid anxiety has been shown to result in worse depressive 

symptomatology among bipolar individuals, there has been an effort to determine the underlying 

mechanisms driving this phenomenon. In the last decade, the literature has focused on cognitive 

vulnerabilities as a potential mediating or moderating factor. Specific maladaptive cognitive 

styles that have been linked to both anxiety and BSDs include: sociotropy, autonomy, 

dependency, self-criticism, perfectionism, and negative inferential styles (Alloy et al., 1999; 

2006; 2009a; 2012a; Bögels and Zigterman, 2000; Lam et al., 2000; 2004; Scott et al., 2000). 
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Beck et al. (1983) described sociotropy and autonomy as cognitive styles that when 

extreme, are vulnerabilities to depression. Sociotropic or interpersonally dependent individuals, 

are those who are sensitive to and seek the approval and acceptance of others. On the other hand, 

individuals high in autonomy are typically more independent and achievement-oriented. High 

levels of sociotropy have been shown to predict depression and anxiety (Masih et al., 2007). 

Elevated autonomy has been linked to high scores on measures of social anxiety (Brown et al., 

1998), and is predictive of hypomanic/manic episode onset (Alloy et al., 2009a). In terms of 

bipolar-anxiety comorbidity, O’Garro-Moore, Molz Adams, Abramson, and Alloy (2015) found 

that levels of autonomy were higher among a comorbid group than a bipolar group without 

comorbid anxiety. Thus, cognitive profiles associated with autonomy may be unique to bipolar-

anxiety comorbidity.  

Dependency has been operationalized as a coping mechanism used in response to feelings 

of worthlessness, guilt, or needing support. Typically, this construct manifests in approval-

seeking behavior (Blatt et al., 1979). In addition, individuals high in self-criticism value their 

independence and goals; however, they have unreasonably high internalized standards for 

success. The failure to meet these standards engenders feelings of failure, disappointment, etc. 

(Blatt, 1982; Blatt et al., 1979).   

Dependency and self-criticism are two cognitive styles that also have been linked to 

bipolar and unipolar depression (Cox et al., 2000; Zuroff & Mongrain, 1987). Specifically, high 

levels of self-criticism have been shown to predict symptoms of depression (Cohen et al., 2013), 

and are thought to be relatively stable in patients with an affective disorder (Rosenfarb, Becker, 

Khan & Mintz, 1998). In addition, Alloy et al. (2009a) reported that high levels of self-criticism 

predicted prospective hypomanic/manic episode onsets. Moreover, Frances-Raniere, Alloy, and 
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Abramson (2006) found that when individuals, whose cognitive profiles are grounded in self-

criticism, experience negative and positive salient life events, they experience prospective 

increases in depressive and hypomanic symptoms, respectively. These results are consistent with, 

and expand upon, the event congruency hypothesis, which states that when an individual’s 

cognitive style is congruent with a salient life event, that person will have increased vulnerability 

to depression. 

Research also has shown that dependency and self-criticism are associated with anxiety. 

Cohen and colleagues (2013) reported that among a large community sample (N=1,150), high 

levels of dependency predicted social anxiety symptoms. In addition, among a sample of 56 

patients receiving treatment for PD and Agoraphobia (AG), those who significantly improved on 

the HARS showed a significant change in their personality scores, including a marked drop in 

interpersonal dependency (Reich et al., 1986). Inasmuch as bipolar disorder and anxiety may 

share dependency and self-criticism as contributing factors, it is not unreasonable to assume that 

those same factors may be particularly prominent among those with bipolar-anxiety comorbidity. 

To this end, O’Garro-Moore et al. (2015) demonstrated that individuals with bipolar-anxiety 

comorbidity espouse cognitive styles with elevated levels of self-criticism and dependency. 

Moreover, these levels are significantly higher than in bipolar individuals without comorbid 

anxiety. Thus, research suggests a role for dependency and self-criticism in mood and anxiety 

comorbidity. However, there is clearly a need for further research to investigate this association 

among a BSD sample in order to fully understand how these cognitive styles influence symptom 

and/or episode onset/offset, as well as symptom severity.  

Perfectionism is another cognitive style that has been linked to both mood and anxiety 

disorders. According to Frost et al. (1990), perfectionism can be defined as one’s desire to 
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achieve the highest standards of performance coupled with exceptionally high evaluations of 

one’s performance. Moreover, perfectionism has been operationalized as a multidimensional 

construct, spanning personal standards, concern over mistakes, doubts about the quality of one’s 

actions, and parental criticism. It has been theorized that perfectionistic individuals’ demands on 

themselves are typically unrealistic; they are more likely to display dissatisfaction with their 

performances, engendering anxious or depressive symptoms. In line with this conjecture, 

perfectionistic cognitive styles have been associated with BD and state/trait anxiety (Flett, 

Endler, Tassone & Hewitt, 1994; Scott, Stanton, Garland & Ferrier, 2000). In individuals with 

BSD, perfectionism has been theorized to be the driving force behind high goal-striving attitudes 

and behavior associated with hypo(manic) symptoms and episodes. Scott et al. (2000) compared 

41 euthymic BD patients with 20 healthy controls on various measures of dysfunctional attitudes, 

cognitive styles, and autobiographical memory. Compared to the control group, BD patients 

espoused significantly higher levels of dysfunctional attitudes rooted in perfectionism and a need 

for approval. Furthermore, this cognitive profile was positively correlated with the frequency of 

previous mood episodes. In addition, Goldberg et al. (2008) found that compared to unipolar 

depressed patients, bipolar-manic patients’ manic scores significantly, positively correlated with 

their scores on measures of dysfunctional attitudes, particularly perfectionism and approval from 

others. This result was also replicated by Alloy and colleagues (2009a) who reported that BSD 

individuals endorsed significantly higher levels of perfectionism than normal controls. These 

findings suggest that dysfunctional attitudes grounded in perfectionism may be a contributing 

factor to the onset of bipolar symptoms and is an indicator of illness severity.  

In examining the association between perfectionistic cognitive styles and anxiety, the 

literature is even more robust. Research has shown that self-oriented and socially-prescribed 
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perfectionism are linked to anxiety sensitivity (Flett, Greene & Hewitt, 2004). Furthermore, 

Flett, Hewitt and Dyck (1989) reported that the interaction between perfectionism and high life 

stress predicted neuroticism and trait anxiety. Given that high levels of perfectionism are 

associated with anxiety sensitivity and trait anxiety, one could postulate that this cognitive style 

is a risk factor for anxiety disorder onset and greater illness severity. As expected, high levels of 

perfectionism have been associated with the onset and maintenance of SAD, OCD, and PD 

(Antony, Purdon, Huta & Swinson, 1998; Frost & Steketee, 1997; Iketani et al., 2002; Juster et 

al., 1996). Inasmuch as a link between perfectionism and anxiety and mood disorders has been 

established, one can infer that perfectionism is a cognitive risk factor for BD-anxiety 

disordercomorbidity.  

Corry and colleagues (2013) showed that stress and anxiety mediated the relationship 

between self-critical perfectionism and BD depressive symptoms. The researchers suggested that 

depressive symptoms may arise from fears inherent in perfectionism (e.g., fear of mistakes) 

promoting maladaptive emotion regulation strategies that engender anxiety and stress. Although 

these results suggest that perfectionism influences BD symptoms through anxiety, they do not 

address how perfectionism may propagate the onset of mood and anxiety symptoms. O’Garro-

Moore et al. (2015) expanded the literature by investigating whether a perfectionistic cognitive 

style was greater among a comorbid group, and if so, how that may affect prospective symptoms.  

The researchers showed that in comparison to a normal BD group, comorbid BD-anxiety 

disorder individuals endorsed elevated levels of perfectionism. Furthermore, perfectionism 

significantly mediated the association between BD-anxiety disorder group status and prospective 

depressive symptoms. These results suggest that cognitive styles rooted in high levels of 
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perfectionism are unique to comorbid individuals. Moreover, this cognitive profile is likely to 

produce exacerbated prospective depressive symptoms.  

According to the Hopelessness Theory of depression (Abramson, Metalsky, & Alloy, 

1989), negative inferential styles are comprised of the tendency to attribute stressful life events 

to internal, stable and global causes. This may lead individuals to infer that negative 

consequences will always follow from negative events and that they may be deficient or 

unworthy (Robinson & Alloy, 2003). These attributional styles have been shown to confer a 

vulnerability to depression and predict prospective depressive episodes (Alloy et al., 2000; 

2006). In an effort to examine the role of negative inferential styles among BSD individuals, 

Reilly-Harrington, Alloy, Fresco and Whitehouse (1999) assessed whether attributional style, 

self-referent information processing, and dysfunctional attitudes interacted with stressful life 

events to predict depressive and manic symptomatology; 49 BSD individuals were compared 

with 97 individuals with unipolar depression and 23 healthy controls. The researchers reported 

that among the BSD group, patients’ negative attributional styles and dysfunctional attitudes 

interacted with life events to predict increases in manic and depressive symptoms. These results 

suggest that the cognitive-vulnerability-stress theory of depression also relates to BSDs. 

Furthermore, negative inferential styles may influence manic episodes. Specifically, core 

negativistic beliefs may also appear during and contribute to the onset of manic episodes. This 

explanation has been tested by Goldberg et al. (2008), and suggests that mania may be an 

overcompensation for depression, a phenomenon often referred to as the manic-defense 

hypothesis (Lyon, Startup & Bentall, 1999).  

Negative inferential styles are also linked to the onset and maintenance of anxiety 

disorders. Sutton and colleagues (2011) conducted a cross-sectional study in which they assessed 
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the relationships between anxiety and inferential styles, dysfunctional attitudes, and neuroticism. 

They reported that negative inferential styles, as measured by the Cognitive Style Questionnaire 

(CSQ), accounted for a significant amount of the variance for GAD, SAD, and anxious arousal 

symptoms. In addition, Fresco, Alloy and Reilly-Harrington (2006) examined the relationship 

between attributional styles for events and depression and anxiety; 239 college-aged adults were 

given diagnostic interviews to assess psychopathology and self-report measures to evaluate 

attributional styles at baseline and 4-week follow-up. Comorbid mood and anxiety disorders 

were associated with a negative attributional style (i.e., internal, stable, global) for negative 

events. Furthermore, the tendency to interpret negative events with this style was associated with 

more severe clinician-rated depression. These findings indicate that attributional style for 

negative events may be a unique feature of mood-anxiety comorbidity. Unfortunately, little 

research has examined inferential styles among bipolar samples. Future studies should seek to 

examine whether negative inferential styles are particularly characteristic of individuals with 

bipolar-anxiety comorbidity and whether inferential styles influence prospective symptoms.  

In conclusion, the literature quite clearly indicates that certain maladaptive cognitive 

styles may provide vulnerability to BD-anxiety disorder comorbidity. Based on the research to 

date, cognitive profiles grounded in self-criticism, autonomy, and perfectionism may be the most 

important risk factors impacting the onset and maintenance of BD-anxiety disorder comorbidity. 

Researchers have demonstrated that these cognitive styles are more extreme among comorbid 

BD-anxiety disorder individuals than BD or control samples. Moreover, the aforementioned 

cognitive styles predict episode onset and are associated with exacerbated depressive and 

hypomanic symptoms concurrently and prospectively (Alloy et al., 2009a; Fresco, et al., 2006; 

O’Garro-Moore et al., 2015).   
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Genetic Factors 

Behavioral genetics is a discipline that aims to understand the genetic and environmental 

contributions to variations in behavior (McInerney,1999). Two strategies that have been used to 

examine genetic contributions are genetic linkage mapping and genetic association mapping. 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used to examine genetic variants in 

individuals with specific pathology. Specifically, researchers use GWAS to focus on associations 

between single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and disorders of interest (Visscher, Brown, 

McCarthy, & Yang, 2012).  

Past GWAS have shown that variation in Ankyrin-3 (ANK3) is linked to a significant 

risk for BSD (Baum et al., 2008; Ferreira et al., 2008; Schulz et al., 2009). ANK3 is a protein 

that moderates the amount of voltage-gated sodium channels (Kordeli, Lambert, & Bennett, 

1995; Poliak and Peles, 2003). Researchers also have reported that the Calcium Channel, 

Voltage-dependent, L Type, Alpha 1c Subunit (CACNA1C), Odd Oz/ten-m homolog 4 (ODZ4), 

and Neurocan (NCAN) SNPs also are associated with risk for BSDs (Craddock and Sklar, 2013; 

Ferreira et al., 2008). These results are consistent with findings from the Psychiatric GWAS 

Consortium Bipolar Disorder Working Group (2011), who conducted a GWAS of 7,481 

individuals with BSD and 9,250 controls. The specific SNPs that have been associated with 

BSDs (e.g., ANK3, CACNA1C, ODZ4 and NCAN) bolster the conjecture that BSDs can be 

considered a channelopathy, a disease caused by a malfunction of ion channel subunits or the 

proteins that regulate them (Kim; 2014; Lehmann-Horn and Kurkat-Rott, 1999). McQuillin and 

colleagues (2007) provided supporting evidence that CACNA1C and ANK3 are linked to BSD 

by showing that the aforementioned proteins also are downregulated in mice that are given 

lithium treatment. Taken together, these data demonstrate a link between specific SNPs and 
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BSD. However, research is needed to investigate whether these SNPs also serve as markers for 

common comorbid conditions.  

Very few studies have investigated gene polymorphisms and/or associations in patients 

with bipolar-anxiety comorbidity. To our knowledge, there have been only three studies that 

have utilized epidemiologic linkage data to show a genetic link between BSD and PD. Cooper 

and DePaulo (1999) and MacKinnon et al. (1997; 2002) confirmed prior research showing a 

higher prevalence of PD in first-degree relatives with BSD than relatives without BSD. Then, 

they showed linkage to chromosome 18q in families with comorbid BSD and PD, and not in 

those without comorbid PD. Rotondo and colleagues (2002) studied a similar sample of 

participants and found support for the hypothesis that comorbid BSD-PD may be a genetic 

subtype of BSD. They identified an allelic association of Catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) 

Val158Met polymorphism and 5-HTTLPR variation in vulnerability to comorbid BSD-PD.  

The COMT gene is responsible for encoding the protein COMT, which is an enzyme 

involved in the catabolic breakdown of catecholamines. The gene is home to a SNP (Val158Met) 

common across all human populations that leads to alterations in the activity of the enzyme. This 

gene variant has been shown to result in modulated dopamine signaling in the brain (Farrell, 

Tunbridge, Braeutigam, & Harrison, 2012; Rakvag et al., 2005). The SLC6A4 is a serotonin 

transporter gene responsible for facilitating reuptake of serotonin in the synapse. A large body of 

research has suggested that a polymorphism in the region, 5HTTLPR, is responsible for varying 

levels of serotonin in the brain affecting, among other things, mood, sleep and appetite (Collier et 

al., 1996; Goldman et al., 2010; Heils et al., 1996). Given the effects that have been associated 

with these aforementioned polymorphisms, it is likely that they also will be associated with 

anxiety disorders.  
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Studies investigating the genetic vulnerability for anxiety disorders have yielded 

somewhat similar results to those examining BSDs (Munafo et al., 2009; Sen, Burmeister & 

Ghosh, 2004; Stein, Fallin, Schork, & Gelernter, 2005). Polymorphisms on the COMT gene and 

SLC6A4 are two of the few consistent findings among anxiety disorders in genetics-based, case–

control and family-based association studies (Hamilton et al., 2002; Woo, Yoon, & Yu, 2002). 

Several reviews also have shown specific associations of SLC6A4 and COMT with PTSD 

(Brady et al., 2000; Davis et al., 1999, Lee et al., 2005; Norrholm and Ressler, 2009; Stein et al., 

2008), OCD (Hu et al., 2006; Pooley et al., 2007; Wendland et al., 2008), and PD (Crowe et al., 

2001; Domschke et al., 2007; Knowles et al., 1998). Despite this, there is no clear consensus on 

which associated alleles may confer risk for specific anxiety disorders. Hamilton et al. (2009) 

posited that this is due to much ethnic heterogeneity in the pattern of DNA diversity, as well as 

the specific allelic frequency of the Val158Met SNP. Coupled with the high degree of 

heterogeneity in the phenotype of various anxiety disorders, it becomes difficult to identify a 

SNP association (Hamilton et al., 2009; Palmatier, Kang, & Kidd, 1999; Smoller, Block, & 

Young, 2009). Given that COMT and SCLA64 have been implicated in samples with BSDs and 

various anxiety disorders, one may postulate that any variation on these genes increases risk for 

developing both mood and anxiety disorders. Further studies should investigate whether 

variations of these genes also confer risk for prospective bipolar-anxiety comorbidity.  

Family Aggregation  

Familial aggregation studies have been used to provide insight into the heritability of 

various disorders. The risk of disorders based on familial relationships allows one to understand 

the shared influence of genetic and environmental causes of various disorders. In terms of the 

heritability of mood and anxiety disorders, MDD has been studied the most extensively with the 
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literature indicating strong genetic association (Hettema, 2008; Sullivan, Neale, & Kendler, 

2000; Leckman et al., 1983; Weissman et al., 1984).  

In 2009, Mosing and colleagues conducted a study in which they delved into the genetic 

and environmental influence on comorbidity between MDD and PD, SAD, or AG. This study 

was unique in that it was one of the largest studies to use twin pairs to examine comorbidity. The 

authors reported that there is a high genetic correlation in MDD-PD/AG comorbidity, as well as 

an increased odds ratio for comorbidity when a sibling endorses AG. These results also have 

been replicated in samples with GAD (Roy et al., 1995) and OCD (Carter et al., 2004; Hanna et 

al., 2011). Nelson and colleagues (2000) determined that along with strong shared genetic 

vulnerability between MDD and anxiety (specifically SAD), comorbid disorders contribute to the 

risk of suicidal ideation and attempts. Of note, Nestadt et al. (2001) showed that anxiety and 

affective disorders occurred more frequently in first degree relatives of individuals with anxiety 

disorder than in relatives of controls, and this effect is pronounced among those with OCD.  

There also have been several family aggregation studies that examined the heritability of 

BSDs (Fisfalen et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2006; McGuffin et al., 2003; Potash et al., 2001; Smoller 

& Finn, 2003; Taylor, Favarone, & Tsuang, 2002); the majority of these studies show a higher 

concordance of BSDs among monozygotic than dizygotic twins (Bertelsen at al., 1977; Kendler 

et al., 1993; Kieseppa et al., 2014, Vehmanen, Kapiro, & Lonnqvist, 1995). Unfortunately, very 

few studies have investigated the heritability of comorbid-bipolar disorder.  

Using diagnostic data from the NIMH BD Genetics Initiative, MacKinnon et al. (2002) 

assessed the familiality of comorbid PD-BD. They found that more than 90% of first-degree 

relatives with PD also had an affective diagnosis (e.g., BDI, BDII, MDD). This study suggests 

that risk for PD with familial BD may have shared genetic etiology. The results from this study 
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were extended further by Goes and colleagues (2012). These researchers examined familiality of 

four anxiety disorders (PD, SAD, Specific phobia, and OCD) in a large sample of BD and MDD 

participants. Whereas the data suggested that comorbidity of PD and OCD with BD can be 

partially explained by familial factors, it is clear that this association could also be explained by 

shared environmental etiology. Therefore, more research is needed to draw any substantial 

conclusions.  

Affective Temperament 

 Etiological studies of BSDs have examined temperament and whether it is associated 

with the onset and maintenance of this class of disorders (Cloninger, Bayon, & Svrakic, 1998). 

Temperament has been described as one’s attitudes and behaviors that have a genetic basis 

(Cloninger, 1999; Goodwin and Jamison, 1990b), and one’s affective temperamental style (e.g., 

hyperthymic, cyclothymic, irritable, and anxious) has been proposed to be the foundation for 

affective disorders (Akiskal and Pinto, 2000; Akiskal, 1996; Akiskal and Mallya, 1987). It has 

been reported that affective temperament may act as a mediator between genetics and a particular 

phenotype (Hirshfeld-Becker et al., 2003). Specifically, a hyperthymic temperament, which is 

more prevalent among BSD individuals (Cassano et al., 1992), has been linked to prospective 

bipolarity among individuals with MDD (Goto et al., 2011). Further, a hyperthymic temperament 

has been associated with frequent manic switches, whereas a cyclothymic temperament has been 

linked to more frequent comorbid conditions and psychotic features (Kesebir, et al., 2005; 

Vazquez et al., 2008). These data suggest that affective temperament is an important factor in 

determining prospective mood diagnoses as it may signal a trait risk factor.  

The literature that has been dedicated to verifying whether bipolar-anxiety comorbidity is 

linked to specific temperamental traits is scarce. Azorin and colleagues (2009) found that 
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temperament interacts with the diathesis-stress model to engender comorbidity. Specifically, they 

reported that an irritable affective temperament may create instability in one’s mood and stress, 

which interacts with other temperamental characteristics triggering symptoms of BSD and 

anxiety. In terms of non-specific anxiety disorders, Karam et al. (2010) found that BSD 

individuals score highly on all affective temperament styles. The researchers found that anxious 

temperament was predictive of mood disorders with and without comorbid anxiety. Moreover, in 

a clinical sample Azorin, Adida, and Belzeaux (2015) found that BSD individuals with a 

predominantly manic/hypomanic course were more likely to have a hyperthymic temperament 

and less likely to have a comorbid anxiety disorder than those with a predominantly depressive 

course. Nery et al. (2008) reported that BSD individuals with comorbid anxiety espouse a 

personality style rooted in harm avoidance and low self-directedness. Finally, among a clinical 

sample of comorbid PD and BSD patients, Savino and colleagues (1993) showed that the 

comorbid condition was associated with a hyperthymic temperament. These data suggest that 

although affective temperament may mediate the bipolar-anxiety comorbidity phenomenon, there 

is no consensus on a particular affective temperamental style that consistently predicts bipolar-

anxiety comorbidity. 

There also has been research that suggests that depression and anxiety cluster on a 

temperamental dimension. Perugi et al. (1999; 2001) postulated that BSD symptoms are not the 

result of explicit temperamental categories, but instead range on temperamental dimensions. 

Depending on how constrained versus disinhibited an individual is, they may be more likely to 

endorse symptoms of anxiety and/or mania/hypomania. Taken together, it may be that 

individuals with comorbid anxiety and BSD exhibit a more constrained temperament, and thus, 

are less likely to develop the cluster of symptoms that lie on the other end of the spectrum (e.g., 
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elevated energy, racing thoughts, decreased need for sleep, etc.) as other BSD individuals. 

Unfortunately, there is little to no research that has tested this conjecture. Future studies should 

examine symptom-level differences between groups and which affective temperaments may 

account for symptom presentation differences if they exist.  

In sum, genetic, familial, and temperamental factors all have been shown to play a role in 

BD-anxiety comorbidity. Although this research is still in its infancy, it is clear that high genetic 

heritability may confer variations in the Catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) Val158Met 

polymorphism and 5-HTTLPR, which may engender a temperamental style that produces 

vulnerability to comorbid BSD-anxiety. Although researchers have demonstrated associations 

between BD-anxiety and the aforementioned factors, future research is needed to test the unique 

contribution of each factor to BD-anxiety onset.  

 

Treatment Response 

Psychopharmacological Interventions 

Treatment response among individuals with bipolar-anxiety comorbidity has been 

investigated using a variety of medications. Perhaps the least studied medical intervention in this 

sub-population is lithium. Lithium carbonate has been shown to be an efficacious and reliable 

treatment for BSD (Geller et al., 1998), improving symptoms regardless of initial mood state 

(Calabrese et al., 2003; Goodwin et al., 2004), and maintaining improved symptoms (Bowden et 

al., 2000; 2003). Young et al. (1993) reported that BD patients with high anxiety, rated by the 

Social Avoidance and Distress Scale (SADS), and presence of GAD or PD were less likely to 

respond well to lithium treatment. Feske et al. (2000) also found that BD individuals with high 

anxiety responded poorly to lithium-based treatments, reporting more severe medication side 
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effects and requiring adjunctive medications to achieve remission. These findings also have been 

replicated among those that endorsed mixed episodes or a history of panic attacks (Feske et al., 

2000; Swann et al., 1997).    

Antipsychotic medications also have been shown to have beneficial effects in managing 

symptoms and decreasing the frequency of episodes among BSD individuals (Goodwin & 

Jamison, 1990b; Keck et al., 1996; 2003; McElroy & Keck, 2000; Thase et al., 2006; Vazquez, 

Baldessarini & Tondo, 2014). Although at times producing mixed results, antipsychotics also 

have been used to treat GAD and OCD (Mendels et al., 1986; McDougle et al., 1994). However, 

there are few studies that have examined the efficacy and effectiveness of antipsychotics among 

patients with bipolar-anxiety comorbidity (Rakofsky, Levy, and Dunlop, 2011). Using an 8-

week, double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trial (RCT), Sheehan and colleagues 

(2009) appraised the effect of Risperidone among 111 patients with BD and comorbid PD or 

GAD. They reported that risperidone monotherapy did not effectively improve anxiety 

symptoms as measured by the Clinical Global Improvement Scale for Anxiety (CGIS-A) and the 

Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HARS). Maina et al. (2008) assessed the efficacy of the addition 

of antipsychotics or anticonvulsants among adult BD patients currently receiving lithium 

maintenance treatment. The primary outcomes of this single-blind RCT were the Clinical Global 

Impressions-Severity of Illness Scale and the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) scale. 

The researchers reported that the antipsychotic medication, Olanzapine, was more effective than 

the anticonvulsant on outcome measures at weeks 6 and 12. When used in conjunction with 

lithium, both medications effectively reduced anxiety symptoms.   

The efficacy of anticonvulsants such as divalproex, carbamazepine, levetiracetam, and 

valproate has been reviewed through RCTs among BD samples because of the issues or side 
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effects of other medications (Post et al., 1996). An 8-week RCT conducted by Davis et al. (2005) 

compared divalproex and a placebo among 25 BDI individuals. The researchers used total score 

changes on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD) and Hamilton Rating Scale for 

Anxiety (HAMA) as the primary outcome measures. Divalproex was shown to be more 

efficacious than the placebo, significantly reducing symptoms of depression and anxiety. These 

findings have been replicated with larger and more diverse samples (Ghaemi et al., 2007; Muzina 

et al., 2010), supporting the supposition that divalproex monotherapy is a more effective 

treatment than a placebo. Inconsistent findings have been noted for other anticonvulsants such as 

carbamazepine and lamotrigine, with studies not firmly supporting their efficacy via 

monotherapy or combination therapy (Ballenger and Post, 1980; Brown et al., 2006; Nierenberg 

et al., 2006; Post et al., 1986; van der Loos et al., 2009; 2010; Zhang et al., 2007).  

Studies that have examined the effect of anticonvulsants in a comorbid sample are scarce. 

Kowatch and colleagues (2000) examined the effect sizes for 3 mood stabilizers: lithium, 

divalproex, and carbamazepine. Participants included 42 outpatient children and adolescents 

aged 8 to 18 years with BDI and II who met criteria for a comorbid anxiety disorder; 17% of the 

BDI group had a comorbid anxiety disorder and 9% of the BDII group. The primary outcome 

measure was the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS). Divalproex sodium had the largest effect 

size (1.63) for individuals who showed at least 50% change in YMRS score over 6 weeks. The 

bipolar-anxiety group responded less well to anticonvulsant treatment than bipolar patients 

without comorbid anxiety. These results have been replicated by Guille and Sachs (2002) and 

Vieta et al. (2000), who showed that topiramate and gabapentin improve depressive and anxiety 

symptoms in BD individuals. These data clearly show that anticonvulsants may be a suitable 

pharmacological treatment for symptoms among comorbid individuals. However, future research 
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should utilize RCTs in order to definitively determine how anticonvulsants compare to lithium 

carbonate and antipsychotic medications for comorbid bipolar-anxiety conditions.   

 

Psychotherapy 

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is a popular and efficacious psychotherapy that has 

been adapted for various psychological disorders (e.g., PD, GAD, MDD), including for bipolar 

disorder. The goals of CBT for BD are psychoeducation, medication adherence, mood charting, 

recognizing early signs, preventing relapse, establishing a routine, and improved functioning 

(Culver, 2007). Standard CBT is constructed to be relatively brief. A meta-analysis by Gonzalez 

et al. (2004) showed that for individuals with BD, therapy is done with 10-25 sessions, lasting 

between 30 minutes and 2 hours. CBT has been shown to be highly effective for BD via several 

RCTs (Lam et al., 2000; 2003; 2005) and an open trial study (Fava et al., 2001). ‘Effectiveness’ 

has been operationalized as a substantiated reduction of depressive and manic/hypomanic 

symptomatology, increased time between episodes, decreased frequency of episode recurrences, 

and improved quality of life (Yatham et al., 2005; 2007; 2009). Moreover, CBT has been shown 

to be cost effective, translational, and cogent in combination with pharmacotherapy (Parikh et 

al., 2012).  

Whereas CBT has demonstrated effectiveness for both anxiety and BSD symptoms 

(Nathan & Gorman, 2007), there are little data that show the utility of CBT in comorbid 

individuals, making it impossible to draw any conclusion regarding its efficacy. Perhaps the first 

reported study that examined the applicability of behavioral psychotherapy to a comorbid sample 

was conducted by Baer et al. (1985). Baer and colleagues conducted a brief case report in which 

they investigated the use of adjunctive behavioral therapy to treat OCD in two patients with BD. 
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After receiving minimal gains from a round of behavioral therapy, the patients were given a 

more comprehensive behavioral intervention, with a focus on in vivo exposure and response 

prevention. The first patient, who underwent 51 sessions, showed improvement in their OCD 

symptoms. The second patient, who received 30 sessions, also reported infrequent obsessions 

and compulsions. Despite being a preliminary descriptive report, this study shows that behavioral 

intervention in combination with pharmacotherapy may be beneficial, particularly when patients 

are given extensive sessions.  

A study by Provencher and colleagues (2011) investigated the efficacy of CBT among 

patients with comorbid BD and GAD. Using a single-case design, the patients received 12 

sessions of individualized CBT, and had a follow-up session 4 months later. The researchers 

reported that the treatment was effective at producing significant change in the patients’ 

cognitive symptoms (e.g., worry) and somatic symptoms. Moreover, the patients’ improved 

somatic symptoms were preserved at follow-up. These findings are similar to those reported 

among comorbid BSD-PTSD samples. In treating PTSD within BD, research has shown that 

CBT effectively reduces PTSD symptoms, diminishes the frequency of self-reported worry, and 

decreases the severity of depression. These results were found in group as well as individual 

treatment settings and improvements were maintained at follow-up (Mueser et al., 2007; 2008). 

Finally Hawke, Velyvis, and Parikh (2013) noted that gains made among patients with comorbid 

anxiety may be due to BD-specific interventions actually having a transdiagnostic effect, 

mitigating both anxiety and BD symptoms.  

These studies suggest that bipolar patients with comorbid anxiety may have a beneficial 

therapeutic response to CBT. This has been substantiated by Provencher et al. (2011), who 

published a recent literature review of psychosocial interventions for the treatment of comorbid 
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anxiety in patients with BD. The review concluded that CBT, and mindfulness-based CBT, may 

be effective because of their efficiency with treating the comorbid anxiety. 

Another treatment modality that effectively mitigates BD symptoms is Interpersonal and 

Social Rhythms Therapy (IPSRT; Frank, Schwartz, & Kupfer, 2000; Miklowitz et al., 2007a; 

2007b). IPSRT is based on a psycho-chronobiological theory (Ehlers et al., 1988, 1993; Monk et 

al., 1990, 1991) of BD, which attempts to lessen symptomatology through regulation of 

abnormal circadian rhythms. A manual-based treatment, IPSRT focuses on five central domains: 

1) understanding the link between mood and life events, 2) stressing the importance of 

maintaining regular daily rhythms, 3) identifying and managing precipitating stimuli that 

contribute to rhythm dysregulation, with special attention paid to interpersonal triggers, 4) 

facilitating mourning the lost healthy self, and 5) continued identification and management of 

affective symptoms (Frank et al., 1999; Frank et al., 2000). Frank et al. (2005) conducted an 

RCT in which IPSRT was compared to intensive clinical management (ICM) in the treatment of 

BDI. After controlling for survival time, the researchers found that IPSRT helped normalize 

patients’ social rhythms and patients had a longer time without a new affective episode. 

Unfortunately, this effect was moderated by the presence of an anxiety disorder. Patients with a 

comorbid anxiety disorder (N= 9) tended to relapse sooner if they were in the IPSRT group 

rather than the ICM group. The researchers concluded that ICM may be a better approach to 

treating comorbid anxiety, as it directly targets somatic concerns via a psychoeducational 

approach.  

Theories that May Explain Bipolar-Anxiety Comorbidity 

 Considerable research has concentrated on identifying the pathways through which BD 

develops. Studies on the biological (Berk et al., 2007; Cousins, Butts & Young, 2009) and 
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psychosocial (Alloy et al., 2005; Johnson & Roberts, 1995; Miklowitz et al., 1988) factors that 

may contribute to BD onset and course have indicated that these factors conjointly influence the 

etiology of BD. Three models that use a biopsychosocial framework to understand BD are the 

Behavioral Approach and Behavioral Inhibition System Hypersensitivity theory, Sensitization 

and Kindling theory, and Social Zeitgeber theory. Whereas these models have received much 

empirical support as they apply to BD, they have not been extended to explain the etiology of 

comorbidity of BD and anxiety. This section uses constructs and processes featured in the 

aforementioned theories to attempt to explain BD-anxiety comorbidity.  

 

Behavioral Approach System (BAS) and Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS) Hypersensitivity 

Theory 

Researchers have theorized that psychopathology may be a product of two dysregulated 

psychobiological systems: the Behavioral Approach System (BAS) and the Behavioral Inhibition 

System (BIS). Originally proposed by Gray (1981; 1982), the BIS/BAS respond to the incentive 

salience of life events and/or stimuli. Specifically, the BAS regulates approach and goal-directed 

behavior and responds to appetitive stimuli, rewards, and goal objects, whereas in response to 

threat or punishment stimuli, the BIS activates avoidance, inhibition, or anxiety. The BAS 

hypersensitivity theory of BSD (Alloy & Abramson, 2010; Alloy, Nusslock, & Boland, 2015; 

Depue & Iacono, 1989; Johnson, 2005; Johnson, Edge, Holmes, & Carver, 2012; Urosevic, 

Abramson, Harmon-Jones, & Alloy, 2008) posits that individuals at risk for BSDs have an over-

active BAS that can engender both manic and depressive symptoms through a dual-pathway. In 

the presence of BAS-activating stimuli, excessive reward activation will precipitate (hypo)manic 

symptoms such as increased energy, decreased sleep, and elevated levels of optimism, 
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distractibility, and euphoria. Depressive symptoms such as decreased energy, sadness, and 

hopelessness arise as a result of excessive BAS deactivation. This deactivation occurs in 

response to failure to meet goals and/or attain rewards (Carver & White, 1994; Meyer, Johnson 

& Winters, 2001).  

Empirical support for this model is considerable (see Alloy et al., 2015; Alloy, Olino, 

Freed, & Nusslock, in press). Researchers have found that elevated levels of BAS sensitivity are 

a significant risk factor for first onset of BSD, predictive of hypomanic/manic and depressive 

episodes, predictive of progression along the bipolar spectrum to more severe bipolar conditions, 

and mediate BSD status and comorbid conditions (Alloy et al., 2008; 2009b; 2012a,b; Johnson et 

al., 2008; Nusslock et al., 2007; Urosevic et al., 2008). The current state of the literature shows a 

prospective association between elevated BAS sensitivity and BSDs. Unfortunately, the literature 

that explains the onset of anxiety, let alone bipolar-anxiety comorbidity, through this model has 

not caught up.  

Gray (1991) mentioned that low activity in the BAS and high activity in the BIS may 

underlie depression. However, there have been few studies that have supported this presumption. 

This may be due to the fact that most studies find only modest associations between levels of 

BIS and prospective depressive episodes (Alloy et al., 2008; Meyer, Johnson & Carver, 1999). 

Meyer, Johnson and Winters (2001) conducted a study in which 59 individuals with BDI self-

reported their BIS and BAS. Cross-sectional analyses showed that depression was correlated 

with BIS; however, this association was state-dependent. Moreover, BIS did not significantly 

predict depression at 6-month follow-up. Despite mild associations between BIS and depression, 

there has been more definitive links of BIS to anxiety.   
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Elevated levels of BIS sensitivity have been hypothesized to be associated with a lifetime 

diagnosis of anxiety disorders (Gray, 1976). Although available data demonstrates a relationship 

between BIS and anxiety disorders (Turner, Beidel & Wolff, 1996), the exact nature of this 

relationship has not been fully explored. Preliminary findings show that high levels of BIS are 

present among children of parents with PD (Rosenbaum et al., 1988), and mediate the 

relationship of anxiety and the inhibition of behavior in the presence of cues for punishment 

(Walker et al., 1991). Furthermore, BIS has been positively related to internalizing symptoms 

among children (Muris, Meesters, de Kanter, Timmerman, 2005). In order to extend previous 

literature to an adult population, Johnson, Turner, and Iwata (2003) assessed levels of BIS/BAS 

sensitivities and compared them across lifetime diagnoses of depression, anxiety, substance 

abuse, etc. The sample consisted of 1,803 individuals between the ages of 19 and 21 in the 

Miami-metropolitan area. The researchers reported that elevated levels of BIS represented a 

vulnerability factor for depression and anxiety. This study validated the assertion that high BIS 

sensitivity maps onto the construct of anxiety, and demonstrated that BIS may represent a shared 

risk factor for mood and anxiety disorders. The BIS - anxiety link also has been shown among 

children and adolescents with social anxiety, with socially anxious youth scoring higher on BIS 

and lower on the BAS fun-seeking subscale of the BIS/BAS scale than controls (Biederman et 

al., 2001; Morgan et al., 2009).  

Taken together, one might hypothesize that individuals with bipolar-anxiety comorbidity 

simply may have both a hypersensitive BIS and BAS. Unfortunately, this relationship is not 

clear. Biuckians et al. (2007) investigated levels of BIS/BAS, self-reported anxiety using the 

Self-Report for Childhood Anxiety Related Disorders (SCARED), and depression and mania 

using the rating scales of the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (K-
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SADS) among 25 adolescents with BDI, BDII, or BD-NOS. Contrary to the researchers’ 

hypothesis, BAS levels were not positively correlated with concurrent mania symptoms. In fact, 

the BAS-Reward Responsiveness and BAS-Drive subscales were negatively correlated with the 

mania motor activity symptom component. Furthermore, secondary analyses found that 

individuals who scored highly on the motor activity component of mania symptoms also scored 

highly on the BIS scale and the anxiety symptom scale. The authors postulated that this may be 

indicative of symptomatic overlap between mania and anxiety. Put plainly, individuals with 

hypo(mania) also may present with symptoms that could be subsumed under an anxiety disorder 

(e.g., GAD- racing thoughts, restlessness, or physical agitation). These data suggest that bipolar-

anxiety comorbidity may represent a symptomatically different diagnosis than classical BSD.  

The extent to which comorbid BD-anxiety individuals share features of both disorders 

and how that may map onto the BIS/BAS model is currently in question. In order to assess the 

nature of threat bias among a comorbid sample, Brotman et al. (2007) compared children with 

BD with lifetime anxiety, without lifetime anxiety, and controls on a visual-probe paradigm 

assessing attentional bias to threat. According to the BIS/BAS model, it is assumed that 

individuals with comorbid anxiety may have an elevated BIS, causing them to have a stronger 

attentional bias toward threatening stimuli than BD individuals without anxiety. Consistent with 

this hypothesis, the researchers reported that the comorbid group demonstrated the strongest bias 

toward threat. It was suggested that there may be a dysfunction within a prefrontal-striatal-

amygdala circuit, as attention-emotion interactions have been associated with abnormalities in 

pediatric BD samples (Rich et al., 2006). Future studies should investigate whether this 

association is consistent among adults with BD-anxiety comorbidity.  
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To date, there have been no studies that have examined BIS/BAS, attention, or reward 

circuit activation among BD-anxiety patients. Nonetheless, Caseras and colleagues (2013) 

conducted a study in which the reward activity in the ventral striatum in participants with BDI, 

BDII, and healthy controls was examined. They reported that BDII patients displayed greater 

ventral striatal activity to reward anticipation than BDI and control patients. In addition, the 

magnitude of striatal activity was positively correlated with BAS-fun-seeking. This study is 

important in that it shows that BAS sensitivity is associated with functional neural changes in 

response to reward. Second, 28% of the combined BSD patients had a comorbid anxiety 

disorder. Thus, comorbid anxiety may also be associated with BAS neural responsiveness to the 

anticipation of reward. Whereas this study may show that BAS fun-seeking is associated with 

BD-anxiety comorbidity, it does not clearly explain that relationship between comorbidity, 

reward responsiveness, ventral striatal activity, and BIS/BAS.  Future research should investigate 

whether the presence of a comorbid condition influences the relationship between ventral striatal 

activity and reward sensitivity.  .   

Given that comorbid BD-anxiety individuals have been shown to have an attentional bias 

toward threatening stimuli, it is plausible that this bias may cause a positive feedback loop for 

anxiety symptoms. Over time, these symptoms may become exacerbated, eventually meeting 

diagnostic criteria for an anxiety disorder. It is hypothesized that this positive feedback loop 

works in conjunction with the BAS hypersensitivity theory. Specifically, BAS-activating and 

deactivating events stimulate hypomanic and depressive/anxious symptoms, while anxious 

symptoms are simultaneously reinforced through attentional bias for threatening stimuli. 

However, much more research is needed in order to investigate this assertion and to further test 

hypotheses from the BIS/BAS model of BD-anxiety comorbidity.  
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Kindling Theory 

The kindling theory of mood disorders was introduced by Post (1992). This 

developmental psychopathology perspective on the relationship between stress and mood 

pathology is founded on one basic tenant: major psychosocial stressors act as a catalyst for the 

initial episode of a mood disorder, but not as strongly for subsequent episodes. In other words, 

major life stress is required to trigger the onset of a mood episode and recurrences of all future 

episodes. However, successive episodes become less bound to particular stressors over time. 

Eventually, one may experience a mood episode autonomously. 

Although originally used to explain unipolar depression, the kindling theory has been 

applied to BSDs as well. First, Kennedy and colleagues (1983) sought to demonstrate that major 

stressors promote the onset of a BD episode. They compared the life events of BD patients 

before and after treatment for a manic episode. The researchers reported that compared to 

controls, BD patients had a higher likelihood, total number, and proportion of negative life 

events. Furthermore, Jonson, Andersson-Lundman, and Mathe (2000) investigated the influence 

of life events on the age of onset and first and subsequent episodes of bipolar and unipolar mood 

disorders. The researchers reported that significant life stressors were found to more frequently 

precede the first episode of an affective disorder than subsequent episodes. In 2002, Ehnvall and 

Agren used data from chart reviews of BD and unipolar patients to allocate them to a 

sensitization or non-sensitization group. The sensitization group had more life events preceding 

their first affective episodes, and they showed a decrease in life events over their remaining 

episodes. Finally, a recent study by Weiss and colleagues (2015) found support for the 

sensitization model. Among 102 participants with BDII, more mood episodes prior to the study 
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were associated with increased frequency of minor events preceding depression and hypomania. 

This finding provides clear support for the kindling hypothesis among a BSD sample  

Given that mood and anxiety disorders co-occur frequently, the kindling theory has been 

expanded to explain pathological anxiety. Rosen and Schulkin (1998) suggested that the 

exaggerated fear responses seen in anxiety may be a result of lowered thresholds for activation in 

fear circuits. Specifically, through the process of sensitization and kindling, hyper-excitability in 

the amygdala and fear circuits engenders anxious/fearful behavior, requiring less and less 

stimulation over time. To date, there have been no empirical studies that have investigated the 

etiology of anxiety disorders from a sensitization and kindling perspective. Therefore, although 

similar kindling processes in reward and fear circuits potentially could account for bipolar-

anxiety comorbidity, to date, no studies have examined this possibility.  

Social Zeitgeber Theory 

The social zeitgeber theory is a theoretical framework that incorporates disruptions in 

social and circadian rhythms as factors that trigger depressive episodes. Originally proposed by 

Ehlers, Frank, and Kupfer (1988), the social zeitgeber theory states that when external cues that 

regulate biological rhythms (zeitgebers) are disrupted, one’s social routines are significantly 

impacted, leading to dysregulation of circadian rhythms. This, in turn, may influence somatic 

symptoms (e.g., sleep-wake cycles), eventually triggering a depressive episode. Within the past 

decade, this theory was expanded to also explain the onset of hypo(manic) episodes among 

clinical (Grandin, Alloy & Abramson, 2006; Malkoff-Schwartz et al., 2000; 1998) and high-risk 

(Alloy, Boland, Ng, Whitehouse, & Abramson, 2015; Bullock, Judd & Murray, 2011) samples.  

Based on the social zeitgeber theory, BD individuals should display less social rhythm 

regularity than healthy controls. Boland et al. (2012) supported this hypothesis, showing that 
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BSD individuals have an underlying sensitivity to social rhythm disruption. In 2009, Sylvia et al. 

found that the occurrence of significant life events were associated with social rhythm disruption. 

In addition, Shen, Alloy, Abramson and Sylvia (2008) examined whether social rhythm 

irregularity predicts the onset of prospective mood episodes. In a sample of 414 undergraduates 

with BSD or healthy controls, participants were asked to complete the Social Rhythm Metric 

(SRM) at baseline, and diagnostic interviews every 4 months for approximately 33 months. 

Consistent with the zeitgeber theory, participants diagnosed with a BSD (e.g., cyclothymia and 

BDII) reported less social rhythm regularity than controls. Moreover, low social rhythm 

regularity predicted prospective depressive and hypomanic episodes. In addition, Alloy, Boland, 

et al. (2015) found that low social rhythm regularity predicted first onset of BSD in BAS 

hypersensitive individuals with no prior history of the disorder. In sum, a growing body of 

literature supports the zeitberger perspective on the etiology and course of BSDs (see Alloy, 

Nusslock, et al., 2015 for a review).  

The extent to which rhythmicity is associated with anxiety disorders is less well 

understood. Shear and colleagues (2013) sought to examine social rhythmicity among 

individuals with anxiety disorders; 48 participants who met DSM-III-R criteria for an anxiety 

disorder and 41 healthy controls underwent daily monitoring with the SRM. Individuals with 

anxiety disorders reported lower regularity of daily activities than healthy controls. These results 

are consistent with Monk et al. (2010), who found this association among newborns. Apart from 

these two studies, very little information exists that suggests a specific circadian disturbance in 

association with anxiety disorders. Even less clear is how this theory explains BD-anxiety 

comorbidity.  
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Given that social rhythmicity is dysregulated among individuals with mood and anxiety 

disorders, the Social Zeitgeber theory can be adapted to explain BD-anxiety comorbidity. It is 

hypothesized that less social rhythm regularity contributes to the onset of BD-anxiety 

comorbidity only when an individual has a trait-level anxiety sensitivity. Over time, increased 

dysregulation leads to the onset of either a mood or anxiety disorder. Given that low rhythmicity 

also results in a worse course of the disorder, regularity is diminished even further, contributing 

to the onset of the comorbid condition.  

 

Future Directions 

 In order to better understand the predictors and mechanisms of BD-anxiety comorbidity, 

future research should address specific questions. First, there is a tremendous lack of knowledge 

regarding whether comorbidity results in a symptomatically different presentation than classical 

BSD. To date, the literature does not indicate whether individuals with BD-anxiety comorbidity 

are more likely to endorse different symptoms than BD individuals without anxiety. Given that 

concurrent anxiety disorders result in exacerbated depression, it may be that this sub-population 

would tend to endorse more depression-specific behaviors (e.g., rumination, avoidance of social 

situations, fluctuations in appetite, etc.) than those without anxiety. Future studies should 

examine symptom specific profiles among comorbid BD-anxiety, BD, and control groups in 

order to determine if the presence of anxiety makes the comorbid group diagnostically different. 

Furthermore, consensus on what factors confer vulnerability for comorbidity is needed; most 

past studies have failed to include a comorbid BD-anxiety sample. Future research should 

employ GWAS to test the unique contribution and interaction among familial aggregation and 

gene variations. 
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 Second, whereas it has been established that mood-anxiety comorbidity is associated with 

a worse course of illness, there have been no studies that investigate the efficacy of various 

treatment modalities on this high-risk sub-population. Furthermore, those past studies that have 

examined anxiety symptom severity did not do so in a comorbid BD-anxiety disorder sample. It 

is plausible that BD samples with comorbid anxiety are characterologically different, and 

therefore, may respond differently to treatment. Future research should utilize a RCT design in 

order to determine how psychotherapies (e.g., CBT, IPSRT) and psychopharmaceuticals (e.g., 

lithium carbonate, anticonvulsants, antipsychotics) compare to each other in reducing symptom 

severity, episode frequency, and medication adherence in individuals with comorbid BD-anxiety.  

 Finally, the extent to which the BIS/BAS Hypersensitivity, Sensitization and Kindling, 

and Social Zeitgeber theories can explain the etiology of comorbid BD-anxiety is limited due to 

a lack of research. Specifically, there have been no studies that have examined the mediating 

and/or moderating effect of BIS/BAS on comorbid status and prospective episodes, episode, 

frequency social rhythm regularity, etc. Future research should integrating the aforementioned 

theories and investigate the extent to which anxiety comorbidity affects the likelihood of 

experiencing BAS-A or BAS-D life events. In addition, how these life events influence their 

social rhythm regularity would inform one’s ability to predict comorbid individuals’ propensity 

to experience prospective mood episodes.  

Conclusion 

The topic of BD-anxiety comorbidity only recently has garnered investigation. Based on 

the available data, it is clear that this comorbidity is common; however, relatively little research 

exists beyond simply describing the nature, prevalence, and course of comorbid BD-anxiety 

samples. By describing nuances in potential etiological factors among those with lifetime anxiety 
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and BSDs, discussing mechanisms that may contribute to the manifestation of both disorders, 

and using existing theories to explain the association, this review has attempted to explain why 

this association exists and how it is maintained. Authors of studies that have investigated bipolar-

anxiety comorbidity have demonstrated interesting results that call into question our 

understanding of comorbid mood and anxiety disorders (Brotman et al., 2007). Future research 

should attempt to compare and contrast comorbid BD-anxiety individuals with non-comorbid 

BD individuals as a way of determining clinically meaningful factors that influence the onset and 

maintenance of these disorders’ co-occurrence. This also would inform therapeutic intervention, 

allowing clinicians to amend treatment modalities to be more effective.  
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